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Abstract 
One of the aims of Natural Language Processing (NLP) is to facilitate the use of computers by allowing users to 
interact with systems in rwural language. Since such interactions often take the form of question-answering 
sessions. the process of question-answering is an important part of NLP. In this paper. we are concerned with the 
progress made towards building question-answering systems which are nacural and satisfying to users. allowing 
them to express themselves freely and answering questions appropriately. Such systems are said to provide graceful 
interaction. We survey the evolution of question-answering ~ presenting steps and approaches that have 
been taken towards providing graceful man-machine interaction, and pointing out eficiencies of existing programs 
and theaies. Our emphasis is on the various issues and difficulties encountered in building a user-friendly question-
answering program. 
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One of the aims of Narural Language Processing (NLP) is to facilitate the use of computers by allowing users to 
interact with systems in natural language. Since such interactions often take the form of question-answering 
sessions, the process of question-answering is an important pan of NIP. In this paper, we are concerned with the 
progress made towards building question-answering systems which are natural and satisfying to users, allowing 
them to express themselves freely and answering questions appropriately [20]. Such systems are said to provide 
graceful interaction. 
1.1 Components of graceful interaction 
The following criteria have been identifted in the literature as important facets in the overall process of graceful 
interaction for question-answering systems [20. 69]. 
Flexible input: the system should deal meaningfully with anything the user may reasonably ask. To do so, a wide 
syntactic and semantic coverage as- well as the handling of ellipsis and the resolution of anaphora is necessary. 
Features such as spelling correction and synonym capabilities can further enhance the interaction. 
Data-independence: the system should free the user from studying the contents and structure of the knowledge base 
before asking questioos. 
Cooperation: the system should provide cooperative amWer5. In asking a question. the user wants to obtain some 
information. A complete answer is one that will provide such information in a coherent manner, and not necessarily 
one that literally answers the question. 
Avoidance or contusion: the system should avoid misleading the user. Users have beliefs about the knowledge 
base when asking questions. When their beliefs contradict facts in the knowledge base, a system should make sure 
that answers given do not reinforce these beliefs. 
The user expects question-answering programs to exhibit answering capabilities commensurate with their apparent 
understanding abilities; i.e. the user expects a system to provide meaningful and cooperative answers, as a human 
would. So, while it is possible to provide more graceful interaction with a program by adding human engineering 
features (as in LIFER [21] and PLANES [73]), implementing a truly cooperative system requires studying how 
people communicate with each otber, tbiJ leads to the development of theories of human question-answering 
behavior [36]. [44], [30, 32], [40], [1]. 
The emphasis of thia piper is OIl the various issues and difticulties encountered in building a user-friendly question-
answering program. We survey !be evolution of question-answering programs. presenting steps and approaches that 
have been taken IOWIrda providiq graceful man-machine interaction, and pointing out deficiencies of existing 
programs and theories. 
1.2 Overview of the paper 
The desire to have easily accessible database systems JXOmpted the initial research into natural language interfaces. 
This work gave rise to the rust question-answering programs: BASEBALL [14], SYNTIIEX [66], LUNAR [77], 
LIFER [21] and PLANES [73]. These first natural language interfaces were aimed at allowing users to pose 
questions to a database in English in as natural a way as possible. Complex syntactic and semantic parsers were 
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develOped to permit users 10 express themselves using a variety of English constructions (LUNAR). Anaphora and 
ellipsis resolution were added to allow users 10 state their questiau more concisely (LUNAR. LIFER and 
PLANES). Mora were made ID reDder man-machine communication as comfonable and natural to the user as 
possible by augmNlfiUI SYSIeIDS with feaaues like spelling correction and paraphrasing the question (ftnt in LIFER. 
PLANES, and, law in ~p [31. 43]). Systems with such complex pmers and additional features are presented 
in Sectioa 2.3. 
Followina these initial developments, the process of question-answering was studied in a more general framework 
[36, 24, 1]. Resezcbers analyzed the facUln involved in understanding a questial and answering it appropriately. 
By studying bow humans use natural language. researchers were able 10 develop systems exhibiting cooperative 
behavior, such as: 
• understanding a question within its context to answer it more appiOpdately [36, 62] 
• providing more information than actually asked for [36, 1,29] 
• deteaing and comctin& misconceptions on the pan of the user [32, 40, 41] 
• allowing the user ID ask questions about the database structure [45] 
~ systems and me tbeoriea they embody are presented in Section 3. 
F"mally,lmowledp of the user w. abo found to be an important factt in question-answering [I, 53. 11]. Methods 
for exploiting such kDowledge ., funber enhance the capabilities of question answering systems are presented in 
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2. Natural language interfaces to databases 
Many of the early investigata'S of nanual language question-answering systems implemented from-ends for 
database systemS. 11tia type of lXOilaDl was widely srudied for two primary reasons. First. naive and casual users 
frequently found me task of Iezning a database query language bodt painful and tedious. (Naive users are those 
who do DOt know modi about a computer system and casual users those who do not use one often). As these users 
were numerous, there was a clear need for simplified access 10 databases. By allowing users to pose queries in 
English (even if restricted), a questiOD-answering program ~vides easier access to databases than database query 
lanpages do. Sec:oad, the widespead use of databases and their aVailability offered a convenient testbed for 
studying and evaluating natural language interfaces. 
Database query languages provide a concise means for specifying retrieval requests. While they are unambiguous. 
they are not always easy to use: just as one has to learn a particular programming language syntax in order to be 
able to write a program in that language, a database user has to learn a specific query language. As an example. a 
user unfamiliar with ISBL (Information System Base Language) [72] will not be able to issue the query shown in 
Fiaure 2-1. Maeover, me user needs to mow what kinds of knowledge are available and how it is organized. 
, 
In ISBL (Information Sy~tem Ba~e Lanquaqe), 
a query which print~ the name~ of member~ with 
negative balance~ i~ expre~~ed a~ follow~: 
LIST MEMBERS: BALANCE < 0 , NAME 
Ji1pre lei: Example of a query in a database query language 
Seekina easier communication and mae freedom of expression fer the user. researchen started to study the 
problems of natural language interfaces to database systems. 
2.1 Early question-answering programs 
BASEBAll.. and SYN1HE.x were among the tim natural langU2ge question answering programs. These two 
programs used very different appOKbes Ie pane questims and find answen: BASEBAlL searched fa: keywords 
while SYN'IHEX used inverted inc1ices BASEBAlL answered questioos about American League baseball games 
in a liven year IDd SYN'IHEX bid • dmbase of Englisb text (me GoUUII Boo" EN:yc1o~). The domains of 
these procramI wen qadi raaric1Ied, bowever, so their designers were able 10 ignore many of the issues involved in 
undenWldina a qaadca IDd JDIWa'iD& it adequately. The use of lOy databases built solely for testing purposes 
further simplifie4 me dIveIopntnt of these programs. 
2.1.1 The keyword approach: BASEBALL 
BASEBAU [14] grouped me elements of a question into functional phrases and transfcrmed them into canonical 
expressions called S~cijicatioll lisu (Figure 2·2). The dalabase was then searched for items matching that list 
enaly. Because tbeze was DO inferencing mechanism, no answer Ie the q~tion was found if no item in the 
database matched the specification list euctly, even if me answer could theoretically be derived. 
s 
In BASEBALL, the question: 
0" how many days ill July did eighl teams play? 
would be grouped in the following way: 
(Oil how many days) (itajuly) did (eighl (teams» play? 
and give rise to the specification list: 
day(~rof) -? 
mofllh - july 
team (II~r of) - 8 
Figure 2-1: Example of a query in BASEBAll. 
2.1.2 The inverted index approach: SYNTHEX 
SYNTHEX [66] used a textual database and some clever indexing techniques to retrieve facts from the database. 
Essentially, an invened index reference was made for every word in the !eXt, and every word in the question was 
mapped back inlD the texL A scoring mechmism was then used ID choose the facts that constituted the answer, 
based on the completeness of the syntactic agreement oftbe sentence found in the text and the question. Figure 2·3 
shows a question. sentences found in the database using the inverted index mechanism. and the syntactic agreement 
of these sentences with the question. 
For the question: WIIal do wonu em? 
The following facts might be found: 
1- Facts in complete syntactic agreement: Worms em grass 
Grass is eatell by worms 
2- Facts in partial agreement: Wonru em IMir way tltTowgh tile groJUtd 
Horses willi worms em grain 
3- Fact with no agreement: Blrdsemworms 
FIpre 2-3: Use of inverted indices in SYNlHEX 
This approach bad me ldvaDtIae at beina e&1ily adaptable ID ocher domains, since it required only the creation of an 
inverted file. UlIfor!uuIely, it also bad the majm' problem of being based solely on words, and '1C~ on their 
meanings (m' the concepcs they represent). M a result, it was unreliable, incomplete, and could not be considered to 
really "understand" a question. 
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2.1.3Summary 
In these two early approaches to question-answering, very little syntactic analysis was done, and semantics were 
taken. into considention only insofar as they were embedded in the patterns and the heuristics used in interpreting 
questioos. Searchina ~ keywords and patterns does not. in most cases, adequately capture the intended me3Iting of 
a question. Maeovel'. this method of parsing imposes a burden on the user: a question can be expressed in English. 
but. in order to use the program efficiendy, the user must know what typeS of patterns (or keywords) are recognized 
and what is contained in the database. Adding patterns (keywords) to the parser will increase the probability that a 
query entered by the user will be meaningful to the system. Still, most inputs would nO( be recognized; building a 
system having reasonable genc:rality would require an exorbitant number of patterns. Moreover, these systems 
lacked the deductive power necessary to provide answers which could be inferred (deduced) from facts in the 
database but were not explicitly swed therein. 
2.2 More complete natural language interfaces 
The drawbacks of the earliest questioo-answenng programs made it clear that a JJ¥X'e careful aiWysis of the input 
was necessary in order to understand naaual language (whether texts or questiau). Subsequent research efforts 
were directed towards stuciyina syntax mel semantics. Good synlXtic and semantic parsers together with large 
dictionaries achieve a lqe Unpistic coverage, allowing users to express themselves more freely. Funbermore, 
users em communicate with the macl1iDe in a more concise and natural manner if they are able to use anaphora 
. (such II proDOUDS) and ellipsis 1. 
A major step in natural lanpaae interfaces WII the development of such aooci syntactic and semantic parsers and 
the treatment of anaphara and ellipsis. LUNAR was the first program !bat dealt in a comprehensive way with both 
syntax and semantics. Later. ~ were augmented with hWlWl engineering features (such as speUing 
calection and clarificatico dialop) aimed at easina the man-rnaclJir14! inta'aCtion. We fRSeI1t LIFER and PLANES 
as examples of such programs. 
1.l.1 Broad llnKUistic coverap and resolution ot anaphora and ellipsis: LUNAR 
Designed as an aid to lunar aeo1ogists, LUNAR [77] was the first natura11anguage interf~ to an existing database. 
The database described moon rock samples. The aeologists could ask for samples with given attributes to.be 
retrieved (see Fi&ure 24). Users could express themselves in a fairly unrestricted manner, use embedded clauses. 
refer to items by descriptions ratber dum by tagS ("sample cootaining phosphorus" instead of "Sl0024"), and 
make use of anapborU: refermces mel prODOUDS. The questions they were allowed to ask, however, were restricted 
to quesdcos dW COGId be a-a'1Cfd Duo dalabase queries. 
LUNAR had I larp ctfcttonwy md I powerful augmented transitioo network (A TN) syntactic parser (761 which 
could handle maay ~ die I8bdeOes 01 i:DaJ.isn arammar in the limited context of a database. Input senr.enc= were 
parsed to produce I S-- cree. Tbia pine tree WII then eumined by a semantic analyzer, which related the words 
and the syntactic structures in which they ocxumd to c:onapcs in the daf3base and the relationships between these 
concepts. In LUNAR (and its predecessor, Airline Guide [7S], whose semantic parser served as a basis for that of 
LUNAR), the semantics were represented as procedures. With this representation, LUNAR was able to deduce facts 
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1) ~ questions handled 2Y ~: 
- Give me alk the lunar ~amples with magnetite. 
- Which ~amples are breccias? 
- Of the type A rocks which is the oldest? 
2) Attachment 21 prepositional phrase: 
Give me all analyses ot sample 10046 for hydrogen. 
"For hydrogen" is a prepositional phrase. Syntactically, 
it could be attached to either "analyses", "sample 
10046" or "give". LUNAR is able to attach it to the 
appropriate noun head, "analyses", by backtracking 
between the syntactic and the semantic parsers. 
3) Example of ~ ellipsis: 
The following sequence 
1) Give me all analyses of sample 10046 for hydrogen. 
2) for oxygen. 
is more natural than: 
1) Give me all analyses of sample 10046 for hydrogen. 
2) Give me all analyses of sample 10046 for oxygen. 
Flpre 14: Example of questions handled by LUNAR 
not explicitly mentioned in the database. Even though the syntactic and semantic parsers were not fully integrated. 
backtracking between the two allowed LUNAR to attach prepositional phrases to dle appropriate head noun (see 
example 2 in Figure 24). The output of the semantic parser was a query expressed in the language of the 
underlying database. Finally, the database system received control and processed the query in the conventional 
manner. 
LUNAR's Am parser could baDdle tense. modality, adjective modifiers. embedded constructions and relative 
clauses. FUIthermcn,., IIIow mere freedom of expressim, LUNAR handled anaphoric references and ellipsis (see 
Figure 24). To sohw .1I~ic refaeuoes, WNAR kept a reference list of all noun phrases. That list was searched 
for a noun phrue wbaIe ayuactic IDCl semantic structures matched those of !he anaphoric reference. That noun 
phrase was coosidIIrei., be me antecedent To handle ellipsis, the current query was compared with the previous 
one. If the syntax and semantics mMrbed, the missing pet would be taken from the previous query. Because 
anaphoric references and ellipsis allow the user to express himself in a more coocise and natural fashion (Figure 
24), it is important fer natural language systemS to be able to resolve them. Finally, the representation of semantics 
as procedures in LUNAR wu a significant development in NLP, since these procedures were able to deduce facts 
not explicitly mentioned in the database. Consequently, LUNAR could answer a greater range of questions than 







With its powerful ATN pmer m:llarge dictionary, LUNAR provided a large linguistic coverage and'allowed for a 
peater range of questioos. Such qualities made LUNAR a successful natura.llanguage interfaceZ. Broad linguistic 
coverage as well as raolutial of ellipsis and anaphaic reference became fairly standard features in subsequent 
natural language interfaces, and the focus of research shifted to additional human engineering issues. 
1.1.2 Tolerance of spelling errors and synonym capabilities: LIFER 
An inteIface can be rendered more user friendly by adding a few human engineering features. In LIFER. for 
example, a spelling correction mechanism aaempted to understand input containing spelling errors, users were 
allowed to define their own terminology (in tams of the sysu:m's terminology), and. to minimize misunderstanding 
between the system and the user, the user was kept informed of the system's state of processing. 
LIFER [21] was a tool for easing the construction of naaurallanguage interfaces to databases. Two applications 
were developed for LIFER.: me LADDER system [55], which answered questions about a naval command and 
caltrol database, and a database system with information that described a department in a univenity. 
UFER bad a mntWic grammar parser that tried to marcb an input sentence against templates based 00 semanlic 
caugorlu (see F"JgUre 2-5). When a template was DWChed, the corresponding database query was isSued. 
The template: what is the <anrib> of the <smp> 
(where <anrib> and <nup> are semantic cateqories) 
would match: 
what is the leIIgtJt o.f the COllSUllaIioll ? 
what is the ~ of the N~? 
Both COlUullalioll and NaJIliJus are marked in the database 
as beinq sltips, and both ~lIgtJt and dtsplacemeltl are marked 
as beinq attrlbwtu • 
Parse tree produced: 
TEMPLATE 1 
I I I I I I 
WHAT IS THE <ATTRIBUTE> OF THE 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 









Flpn 1-5: Example of a template in LIFER 
lAa eva1uatiotl [69]1bowId 1IIIl LUNAllwu able to IAIW'IIr a.boul ~ d tbI queltiou geoioIi .. ~ (attar. f_ miDcr mcdi.fiC3tions). 
Noca, howwwr, lhI& ~ tnded to be .-VUlIO !be dI&abuL 
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To handle anaphaic references and incomplete input, LIFER tried to match the current utterance with pan of the 
previous question's pane cree if the initial matching process against templates failed. Upon success, the fragment 
matching from the JRvious query was inserted into the current tree, and the new query generated, as shown in 
Figure 2-6. 
The template: What is 1M <amib> of 1M <ship> 
matched: 
What is 1M M1'11Lporr of 1M Cons~llatUm? 
If the following question was: 
of 1M Nalllilu.s? 
it would be correctly interpreted as 
What is 1M ho1'11Lporr of 1M NalIlilu.s? 
Fi(Ql'e U: Ellipsis resolution in LIFER 
Note however. that the fragment "for the Nautilus" could not be understood. since the template previously matched 
contained the preposition "o/". Such behavior is understandable when one knows how the ellipsis resolution is 
done. but inconsistent and incomprehensible for a naive user. 'IbU detail highlights a map difflCUlty in making 
systems that are natural to users: the system's expressive capabilities are limited in comparison with the riclmess of 
a natural language. There are always constructions and vocabulary that the system does not understand. 
Unfonunar.ely, these limits are hidden to the user, until they are stumbled uponl. At this point, however, it is 
typically very difficult to understand what happens. The user will not necessarily think about rephrasing his query, 
but may attempt to explain to the system what was meant. 'IbU behavior comes about because the naive user, after 
observing the system's apparent comprehension of natural language, does not realize that the system, unlike a 
human being. oo1y understands a limited subset of the language. Such an interaction will cause even more 
confusion as the system will probably DOt be able to understand such an explanation. Finally, because of the use of 
templates, there is DO logical explanation fer understanding one phrase and not another one, making it difficult for 
the user to discover what subset d Englisb is understood by the LIFER system. 
Spelling correction 
LIFER attempted to ~ input cootaining spelling erron. When a template matched except for one word. 
LIFER found pnaihIe rmctidl1a fer that wad, based OIl the word and the expected semantic category, as indicated 
by the template. T'bI semandc caiqorics were thus important to reduce the number of alternatives. The best match 
among those was dIeD cboIeD (see inceractioo 1 in Figure 2-7). Spelling correction is not a majcr issue in 
question-answering. Yet, it it a nice feature in a question-answering program, for it can spare frustration to users by 
not making them retype questions because of small spelling errors. It is therefcre a small step towards more 
pleasant interaction. 
'Some programI \lie I IDalU 10 COCIIUIin Ihe UIU'. cboiee at any poillllJld make Ihe I)'llem'. limiu explicit [71]. ThiI type IX iI1terface is, 
bowevsr. DOt very II.Il\nl. 
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1- What is the avaraqe salary and age for math department 
~ecretaries? 
AVERAGE <-- Spelling 
PARSED! 
2- for CS department ~ecretarie~? 
Tryinq Ellipsi~: 1- What is the average ~alary and age for CS 
department ~ecretarie~? 
3- What assi~tant profe~sors in cs were hired in 771 
FJpre 2-7: Spelling carection and ellipsis resolution in LIFER 
Synonyms for individul words and ~ semences 
To extend the capabilities of the system aDd adapt "it UJ die user, LIFER allowed the user to define synonyms for 
bach individual wards and wbole senteDCeS. Ftw' example, in <rder to use Compsd instead of CS, the user could tell 
LIFER dW by were syDOIIyma (see inllenCtion 25 ill Figure 2-8). Similarty, the user cauld define hi! own 
pbrasiDa for a semenee. using what HeDdrix called the ptIl'dpltmu feature, as in: 
16t "ducribc Jo""" be "priIfI tJw Ndglrl. waghl. mttl ag~ of Jolus" 
Both these features are useful, since they allow users UJ tailor the system 10 their taste in certain ways. In order to do 
so, however, a user fint bas to mow die eDCt symu used for these features. 
feedback 
Hendrix considered feedback an important bumanizing factor. LIFER. constandy informed the u.ser of the state of 
processing (see inler.1Ctioas 1 aDd 2 in FtgUIe 2-7): die user was infcxmed when the senrence parsed successfully 
("PARSED!"); when spellina coaection or ellipsis substinltioo was done, an tlppiopii3le message was printed. 
Anocber facet of the feedback feaan WIS to allow users 10 see wUt weat wrona and give them the opportunity to 
correct problems wbeD inputs were DOt parsed correctly. When bodl the spellina encr comction and the ellipsis 
substitution failed. ~ lOki the user where !he problem oa:um:d, i.e .. what word was nO( understoocl It also 
spedfied what ViII G'l*ted. i.e. me semantic cmgory indicated by the 1eD1p13le (see interactions 20 and 24 in 
FlIUI'e 2-8). From .... tbe uer coaJ4 c:urect the questioa (inr.eractioD 23 in Ftgare 2-8). Fmally, LIFER allowed 
a c:asu.a1 user 10 _ .. me definition of some symbols (or semantic tacqory), as in interaction 21 of Figure 2-8. 
Note mat this type d J actioa illlso ase:ful to tta.in the user who can readily see what question! are undemood by 
the sYSIem.. 
Note, however, that LIFER. only told the user wbetber the question was paned or not and did not show him what il 
undentood the question to be. It can be argued that ~ting a paraphrase of the question CO the user to pennit 
verification and coaection eX the query issued is a useful tool. In faa. paraphrasing can eruure the user that a 
system UDdenIDOCl a query as it was in!eidetJ belen searching the database for !he answer. ('This approach bas been 
implemented in TQA [~ 51, 10], PLANES [73], RENOEZ-VOUS [5, 6], co-oP [31,43], andodle:r programs.) 
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20- What assistant Professors in compsci were hired after 1975 
Trying ellipsis: Ellipsis has failed 
THE PARSER DOES NOT EXPECT THE WORD "COMPSCI" TO FOLLOW 
"WHAT ASSISTANT PROFESSORS IN". 
Options for the next word or meta-symbol are: 
<DEPARTMENT-NAME> OR <DEPARTMENT> 
21- What is <DEPARTMENT-NAME> 
PARSED! 
<DEPARTMENT-NAME> may be any member of the set: 
[ ANTHRO ANTHROPOLOGY ART BS BUSINESS ... CS ... 
ZOO ZOOLOGY ] 
<DEPARTMENT-NAME> may be any sequence of words 
following one of the patterns: 
<DEPARTMENT-NAME> -> BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
23- Use CS for Compsci in 20 
PARSED! 
(ID 263-42-6062 POSITION Assist-Prof DATE-HIRED 8/1/76) 
(ID 501-13-1171 POSITION Assist-Prof DATE-HIRED 6/15/76) 
24- How many associate professors are there in the 
compsci department? 
Trying ellipsis: Ellipsis has failed 
THE PARSER DOES NOT EXPECT THE WORD "COMPSCI" TO FOLLOW 
"WHAT ASSISTANT PROFESSORS IN". 
Options for the next word or meta-symbol are: 
<DEPARTMENT-NAME> OR <DEPARTMENT> 
25- Define compsci like CS 
PARSED! 
COMPSCI 
Flpre 2-3: Synooym capability in LIFER 
Limitations 
LIFER allowed a aoad deal of flexibility but had cmsistency problems. Consider interactions 20-25 in Figure 2-8. 
In those inlenCtioal, UFEll was &iva I word it did DOt recopiz.e. LIFER indicated this fact and told the user what 
was expected (~20 lad 21). The user was then able to correct the faulty word and repme the question (input 
23). At this paiD&. tbe .. asbd the sys1Iem to use "cs" instead of "COMPSCI". EssentiallY. he asked the 
system to cooside:r "cs" lad "COMPScl" as synooyms. It would also be reasonable for the user to believe that, 
now. be could keep OIl asina "COMPSO" instead of "CSu • This would certainly be the case in a human 
interactioa, unless this substitutioo was I ODe time substitution (as in the case of a spelling error correction). 
However. this was not the case in LIFER: as 1008 as the user did not define "cs" and "COMPSO" as synonyms 
using the dej'iM option, he was wable to use these two words interchangeably. This is unintuitive and inconsistent. 
Finally. because the tempbte system and the juxtapositioo method (Figure 2-9) used in LIFER did not provide as 
general a parsing mechanism as that employed by LUNAR. the system builder bad to be very careful in constructing 
the templates and ju.xt3pOSition rules to make sure most of the possible questions and juxtapOsitions would be 
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Juxtaposition in LIFER was done by adding expansion rules 
tor each juxtaposition allowed. For example, the rule: 
attribllU -> <attribuu> <attriblll~> 
would allow the following query: 
What Lr 1M 14l1gtlt, dlspl«nrvlll. a1Id Itonv port of 1M 
COl'tSUl1attoll? 
Note that this rule is specific to <~~~> and cannot 
be used to join other semantic categories. 
Flpre 2-9: Expansion rules in LIFER 
covered. Inconsistency problems aDd confusion for the user would arise it some possible constructs had been 
overlooked. Thus, LIFER. wcrbd best when the system builder was well informed about linguistia and the 
database. 
l.l.3 Tolerance otunpmmatic:allnputs; dariftcatlon dialoa and paraphrase: PLANES 
While LIFER. tried 10 be tolerant of spelling emn. ODe of the primary goals d PLANES was to be tolerant of 
grantJNIrical mistakes. PLANES [73] was I natural bngwge interface to a large cWaba.se containing maintenance 
and fli&lu records of naval aircrafts. PLANES wu based on the usumpGon that the senreuce-Ievel structure of the 
iDpat WooJd DO( always be syntactically wen formed, altboagh the semmtic suucture would. As a result. PLANES 
made little tile of s)'Dtadic inf(J"1Darion. I..ike LIFER. PLANES used a semantic analyzer. This analyzer was an 
A'IN with one top level node that repeatedly called subneu. each d which identified a particular semantic 
coostituent. 
'Ibis method proved successful at parsing ungnmmarical inputs (since grammar was ignored), thus easing 
interaaica by allowina users to pay less attention to the syntactic structure of their questions and not worry about 
what syntactic constituents to use 10 be undentood by the system. It bad its own problems, bowever. Because all 
the constituents were paned independently. mere was DO mechanism to choose I word sense depending on what had 
already beea paned. PLANES thu relied beavily OIl ill domain to e.liminaIe problems of word sense selection. 
1biJ woul4 ICIlNrinw lad II) caIfuiaa. Second. dUa pminl technique caused modifiers 10 be parsed 
independently 01 ... bad DOaIIIbey modified, thus doefeadnl the purpose of I modifier (or prepositional phrase). 
These problema iIIIpOIed amuainll aa. me type of syncu the user could employ (which is contrary to the design 
goal of PLANES). _CCDleqaeDdy OIl the u.ser's freedom of expressica. for he had to know what tenn to use when. 
Uke LUNAR aDd LIFER. PLANES was able to handle anapboric references and pronouns. using the previous query 
to complete a senll::DCe. If the sentence could DO( be parsed. even after trying pronoon substitution. a cJarijicaliaft 
tUalog would be initiaced. Like LIFER. PLANES tried to explain what pan of the input question failed. PLANES 
gave mae feedback to the user than LIFER did by panphrasing the question to make sure the generated database 
query was the one the user intended.. Aft.er seeing the pmpbrase, the user bad the choice of accepting it or changing 
it. Althougb panphrasing may provide useful feedback to the user, it may also get tedious, as illustrated in the 
bypodJetical dWoa presented in Figure 2-10. 
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U: Give me a list of all parts supplied by a company in Tennessee 
S: I UNDERSTAND THE QUERY AS: 
PRINT ALL PARTS WHOSE SUPPLIER IS IN TENNESSEE 
IS THIS RIGHT? 
U: Yes 
S: <answer> 
U: by a company in Texas 
S: I UNDERSTAND THE QUERY AS: 
PRINT ALL PARTS WHOSE SUPPLIER IS IN TEXAS 
IS THIS RIGHT? 
U: Yes 
S: <answer> 
Paraphrasing a question makes sure the system understood a 
query as it was intended, to avoid both a useless costly 
search and misinterpretation of the anSwer by the user. 
However, paraphrasing the query and asking the user for 
verification each time a question is entered can become 
tedious for the user. 
Figure 2-10: Using paraphrase fel' feedback 
2.3 Conclusions 
Question-answering programs have made valuable improvements over database query languages. as illustrated in 
this section. Parsers were able to handle a large subset of English syntax. ~ input coostraints were significantly 
relaxed. Some systems helped the casual user further by providing paraphrasing or guidance in the selection of 
terms. 
There are. however, four serious limitations to the question-answering p-ograms presented so far. FiIst, because 
systems undetstand only a subset eX English and the extent of that subset is unknown to the user, the user may find it 
hard to stay within a system's scope of understanding. causing inexplicable inconsistencies to arise. Second. by 
only allowing the user CD pose questions dlal are readily transWeci into database queries, these systems implicitly 
depend on the usen' knowledge of the struCture and content of the database. Such an assumption is a burden to a 
user, especially a casual CI' naive one. Fmthermore, because of the limited range of these questions and the fact that 
the answer was always tIbD II) be the result of. database sem:b. the more general problem of understanding the 
human question IDIMliaa procell wa ianored Finally, users of an "intelligent" system will tend to attribute 
human-like feaaur. to it, IDd they will expect the system to respond to their questioos in the same way a person 
would. If sysleml were IbJe II) aena...te the ~~ kinds of answers a human would provide, interaction would be 
greatly improved. It is dlu impall:mt to understand bow people communicate and what kinds of answers they 
expect when asking • question. Undentm:ling the human question answering process is, however, very hard. and 
researchen have tended to address It most one eI' two aspects of human interaction in their systems. Some of the 
res ults are presented in the next chaptI::r. 
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3. More general approaches to question-answering 
The inlapleWioD of a question (or any utterance) goes beymd its syntaCtic and semantic analysis. This is 
signi&mt both in 1IDdenUndiDI a question correctly and in answering it appropriately, even if the question is taken 
in isolation. See Mame 3-1 for I simple example of Ihis phenomenon. 
Q: Could you tell me the time? 
According to the 3emantic3 of thi3 que3tion, it i3 a 
Yes/No question, asking for the capability of the 
hearer to inform the speaker of the time. Technically, 





.' 'No' , , 
"Yes I can' , 
"No I cannot' , 
However, there is no doubt that thi3 question should be 
interpreted as a nqwut to inform the speaker of the 
time. Thus, a better affirmative response (and the only 
one acceptable in cooperative human que3tion answering) 
is: 
"It's 2:15 pm" 
"No", on the other hand, is an acceptable negative 
answer, eventhough it ·will appear slightly rude. From 
this answer, assuming the respondent is being at least 
cooperative (which is a reasonable assumption in 
everyday communication), we can inter that the 
resp~ndant does not have a watch and thus cannot inform 
the speaker of the time. As this answer may appear 
rude, a better negative answer would be: 
"I don't have a watch" 
This simple example shows that both the question and 
the answer are to be interpreted beyond their literal 
meaning and that, because of the way humans use 
language, it is possible to make inferences that do not 
depend on the semantic content of an utterance alone. 
fIpre 3-1: Interprewion of I question 
Oeneratina I &cod ..-wer IE) • qaadon, even in the database domain. can J'alWre more than a simple database 
search. Tbere are I8Ya'Il rebIed issues. Fint. an appropriate answer might have to account for the context of the 
questioo, its undertyina nnnina (questions cannot always be taken literally) and the identity of the user. Second. 
providing I litenlly correct answer is usually necessary but it may not be sufficient [36, 62, 31, 29]. Third., it is 
important to u.ncSmund what can be inferred from an utterance 10 ensure that the response ~ded by the system 
cannot be misinterpreted by the user. Finally, generating an answer involves both deciding what information to 
include aDd bow to organize iL AIl these issues have been studied and the results obtained were applied both to 
extend the capabilities of natural language incerfaces and to Corm a comprehensive theory of question answering. 
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1bree main aPJX03Ches have been taken to the problem of un~tanding questions, determining answers and 
providing cooperative behavior. 
• Categorizing of questiom: 
• Lehnert relied mainly on a conceptual categorization of questions to determine their intended 
meaning aDd wtw the answers should be [36]. 
• McKeown associated discourse strategies with the questioo type to determine the content of the 
answer [4Sl. 
• Analyzing a questioner's goals and plans: following Cohen's approach of considering speech acts as 
actions in a planning systems, Cohen. Perrault. Hobbs, Robinson and Allen looked at answers in terms 
of bow they respond to the questionen' goals. [7,8,24, 1] 
• Using Grice's cooperative principles [IS, 16]: researchers have applied Grice's cooperative principles 
of communication and the nOOoo of implicature to provide responses that convey the desired 
information to the user [31, 40, 41, 29]. 
We will present these approaches in turn and see how they have been applied. 
3.1 Categorization of questions 
3.1.1 Providing answers based on the cstegory olthe question: QUALM 
Lehnert [3S, 36] was the first researcher to examine the problem of question answering in the abstract, present a 
general theory and embody that tbeay in a system. She tried to identify the factDn involved from understanding a 
questioo to fcrmuWing the answer. Her perspective was one of natural language ~ing and relied on the idea 
of conceptual information processing [57] and themes of l1wnm memory organization. Determining an answer was 
based mainly on a canceptual categorizatioo of questiOO5. She showed how a question's context. the ~tate of the 
system and some rules of conversation could all affect the categay of a question and the final answer. 
QUALM 
Lehnert embodied her Ibeories in QUAI.M, a system used in conjunctioo with the story understanding programs 
PAM (Plan Applier Mecbanism) [74] and SAM (Script Applier Mechanism) [9] to answer questions about the 
stories they had read and to provide a means for evaluating their understanding capabilities. 
The process of unda'st.andina I question IDd retrieving the answer was meR integrated in QUALM than it was in 
database front-enda. The input w. paned directly into a 12nguage independent representation (Conceptual 
Dependency nocaam [S6]), IDd all funber processing to correctly interpret the question and answer it occmred at 
this cooceiGW IeYeI. Sc:ri&*. pm. aDd actions were alJo represented in Conceptul Dependency. QUALM was 
intended to embody a ..-u tbecxy of question answering mel thus tried to answer questions about the stories read 
in the same way peapII woaJd. AD example of questions answered by QUALM is given in Figure 3-2. In this 
example, all me _MIl provided by, QUALM include more information than was actually requested in the 
questiOO5 (whicb are all yesIDo questions), making the questioo answering session more natural and cooperative than 
if QUALM had always answered "Yes". 
The theory of question answering as pesented by Lehnert included: 
• What it meant co understand a question and how context affected this understanding. Understanding a 
question in QUALM included classifying it in the appropriate conceprual category. Lehnert defined a 
taxonomy of questions to predict'the kind of memory search that would be required and showed how 
the category of a question could be derived. 
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Given the story: 
JOM weill to NIW fort l1y bus. On. the bus he lailud to an. 
old lady. WMII M 11/1 1M bus. M tllaltUd the driver. 
H~ took 1M SIIbtwzy to UOM s. On. 1M subway his pocJul 
wcu pided. He gol oJ! 1M vai.II aM enured Leone's. He 
/tQd Jasagf14. WIIa 1M cMci Ct11fV. M discovered M collld 
not pay. TM 1PttUIQgemtlll told Itim he wollld have 10 wasil 
dislws. WheIIlw left.1w CtZllfltl tM bus to N~ HawtI. 
In answerinq a question, QUALM qives more 
information than what vas actually requested. 
Example: 
Q1: Did John qo to New York? 
Al: Yes, John went to New York by bus. 
Q2: Did John eat? 
A2: Yes, John ate lasagna. 
Q3: Did someone pick John's pocket? 
A3: Yes, a thief picked John's pocket. 
By qivinq more information than requested in the 
question, QUALM provided for a more natural 
question-ansverinq session. 
Flpn J.l: A question-answering session wilb QUALM 
• WlW kiDcl of answers were appioPtWe. In I...eImat's theory, the kind of answer depended primarily on 
the question category; ooce me answer was classified, memory reai.eval sa.uegies were determined. 
The conceptual "category of i question and its derivation 
Lehnert claimed that her coocepaW ategorizatioo was aucia1 in detcnninmg the answer ID a question because ie 
indicated wlw a question really meant, i.e., what me intentions of the questioner were. AD incorrectly classified 
questioo would yield aD inadequate mswer. The tbirtcen cooceptual cateaories she identified are shown in Figure 
3-3. In me theory presaued by l.dmert, a questioo wu paned oa severalleve1s in order to be correctly classified. 
F"snt, a lexical processina level produced me literal semantic incerprewion of the question. Second. a reference 
recopitioD level idearified wba me question referred 10 in IDeJJDy. At this point. the question bad been 
understood in a lillnl way IDd bad beeD paned inlD I Concepcual 0ependeDcy represc:nwion. A discrimination nee 
then tested me S1niICaae ~ die quesUoo 10 place it ineo one of the cooceptual calegories. The claMification obtained 
by going tbroa&h IbI _ WII DOt M":f'§1I'i~ me fmal me. since it relied ally oa the sttu.ctural features of a 
questioo, and 1b0l 011 kllba21 meaning. Finally, inferences ba1ed oa dialog conventions. context. and knowledge 
of the user were employed to refiDe me c:alelaizatioo of the question and add constraints if necessary. RefIning the 
categorization corresponded ID cransfaming the lileral meaning of a question mID its inwsdul meaning. Constraints 
were also sometimes used to restrict the set of possible answers. Lehnert maincained that wichout such constraints, 
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Causal Antecedent: e.g. "Why did the book fall?" 
[the que~tion asks about the event causing a concept] 
Goal Orientation: e.g. "Why did Mary hit John?" 
[the question asks about the mental state of the actor] 
Enablement: e.g. "How wa~ John able to sleep?" 
Cau~al Consequent: e.g. "What did John do after quitting his job?" 
Verification: e.g. "Did you eat?" 
Di~junctive: e.g. "Is Data Structure~ on monday~ or tuesdays?" 
Instrumental/procedural: e.g. "How did you get to school?" 
(by bu~) 
Concept Completion: e.g. "What did you eat?" 
Expectational: e.g. "Why didn't you come la~t night?" 
Judgmental: e.g "What ~hould I do now?" 
Quantification: e.g "How many Pascal books do you have?" 
Feature Specification: e.g. "How old is your dog?" 
Reque~t: e.g. "00 you have the time?" (3 am) 
Flpre 3-3: Conceptual categories identified by Lehnert 
answers that are correct but useless and inapptopdaae would be generated"'. 
Lehnert divided the inference mechanism into three pam: the contextual·inference rules, the context·independent 
rules and the knowledie-state assessment rules. Each rule cbanged the category associaled with a question or 
Ufli,"nGI·~t iItfI~'!!l:l: 
UJ,tlw 4Ctiw a::n,r .. ....r,., I/w., t1/ptMIIIiIIJ MIWUJ. 
A.drt tJw c~,.., • .....,. __ ~ IQIIUMl. 
This rule i, Deeded to avoid ~ die followiJla II1JWW: 
A: LDvU XlV, NIIpOhOllIUtd CItDriurttJ,IV. 
Sudlill IIlIVm would be. iaadequlra (Ibalah tecIlJIicaUy comc:l, ovea Ibougb it ill patial auwer). A.ccordiDg to L.e!mert, this problem would 
ariJe becmIe DO CXlI1IU'IiAl CIS die let d pouiblo auwen wu added (i.e. thIllbe lIlIWet abould be from Ibe let of IlUdeDti for that clua). 
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added a constraint to the question SpeciflCation. A rule had preconditions that had to be ttue in order for it to apply 
and a target intt:rpretati<Xl indicating the change 10 be made. 
Conttttual·lntermce rules enmined the conversational con~xt of a question and allowed for a question to be 
understood within that CODtexL The context of the question in QUALM could be provided either by the topic of 
cODversation or by a Script. 
In bUllW1 communication. !he ICpic of a conversation is heavily used to understand utterances, for it provides a 
cattellt in which sentences can be rendered unambiguous, and ellipsis and anapbaa understood. Keeping !raCk of 
the topic: of the conversation is essential. As an enmpIe, when one knows the conversation IOpic and assumes that 
there is continuity in the conversaQal, it is possible to understand the ellipsis in the dialog (1) shown in Figure 3-4. 
The topic of conversation together wilb a transcript of past discoune can be potentially mae useful than the ellipsis 
·and anapbora resolution we saw in the lWlI.nl language front-ends to databases, where ellipsis was solved by 
m,;ucbinl me cune.nt uaerance aaainst the pevious one and anaphora resolved by finding the closest matching 
eJemen~. The lDpic of conversation can iDdeed provide a IDIX'e complete con~xt for a question. However, in 
QUALM, the conversation topic as a whole is taken to be the last conversation topic. As a result, the ellipsis and 
mapbon resolution proc:edwe used is essentially the same as the ones previously studied. 
1) Topic 21 conver~ation 
P1: Have you ~ .. n Mary recently? 
P2: She i~ out of town vi~iting her mother and her ~i~ter. 
P1: When i~ ~he coming back? 
In this dialog, the topic of conver~ation is "Mary" 
Using traditional pronoun re~olution, "she" in the last 
sentence would be believed to refer to either "~ister", 
"mother" or "Mary". The partieipant~, however, have 
no trouble identifying the pronoun a~ referring to 
"Mary" • 
2) ~owledqe about scripts 
Within the script of an auction, the que~tion: 
"Who will give me $50?" 
means: "Who will bid $501" 
3) Beliefs about ~ questioner 
From a father to his daughter cominq back at 2:00 AM. 
Q: Do you know what time it is? 
Being aware that her father surely knows the time, she should 
interpret the question as "Why are you coming so late:" 
FIprt 3-4: Paacn influencing the interpreUtioo of a question 
Some stereotyped situations are associated wilb specific convcnational style. Such a situation. called a script, can 
'SM (11) (ar IDOrI OIl d!ia lcpic. 
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be the context fa a question; within a particular saipt. a question may have a very specific meaning, which differs 
considerably from its usual meaning, as illustrated in the second example in Figure 3-4. In her theory, Lehnert 
suggested that a proaram should use knowledge about scripta! conversational patterns to help understanding a 
question. 
Context· independent inferences rules transformed the interpretation of a question from the literal one to the 
intended one, causing the new interpretation to reflect the way people use language. Figure 3-S shows one such 
rule, used to transform yes/no (verificatio,,) questions into requests. 
Agent-Regue~t conver~ion rule: 
Criteria: 1. Conceptual categorization - Verification 
2. Question concept is of the form: 
an object X is in Z's posses~ion; 
the modal of the que~tion i~ CAN6 • 
Target inUrpretadoll: 
Z i~ to give X to Y, where Y i~ the person 
po~ing the question. 
U~ing this rule, the que~tion: 
CQI't I ~ a coo/cU? 
i~ re-interpreted a~: 
Would yow give ~ a cooJr:U? 
Thi~ rule embodied the fact that a restricted set of 
~s/IIO que~tions ~hould be interpreted a~ requests. 
The application of thi~ rule, a~ specified in QUALM, 
doe~ not depend on the context of the que~tion. 
Flpre 3-5: A context-independent rule in QUALM 
Know1edle-state 'wm-ent rults in~lved beliefs of the answerer about the questioner. In Lehnert'S theory, such 
knowledge mainly atrec1l bow I question is interpreted and thus how it is classified, as opposed to how it is 
answered. As III aampIe, I question can acquire an interpreWion different from its usual one if it is obvious that 
the questioner already kDowI me answer to the usual interpreWion (see (3) in Figure 3-4). While Lehnert gave 
some heuristics for bow such kDowledge could affect the interpretation of the question. she did not address the 
problem of representing that kDowledge, aDd the rules were not implemented. 
Answering! question 
~. rule. u apedfied by I.AImct ICUIally UIOI Coacepcual DepeadeDcy IICUlioa for !be quellioa form. Tho form Ibowed in thil example is 
0111 of two forms dacribed ill the crilcritl for Ihia Nlo. 
.-r0 
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To answer the quatioo. I system must flI'St decide what to include in the respoose. In QUALM. this was done 
mainly on the basis of the question car.egory. Lehnert recogniz.ed that humans have the ability to vary their answers 
but avoided saulyiDa aD the factors tbal can influence an answer. She c~ to vary the Style, or mood, of the system 
instead. The mood bae referred ID whether the system was ID provide a "talkative" answer IX nO(. as shown in 
Figure 3-6. 
Q: Did John go to New York? 
Mood - talkative 
Al: Yes, John went to New York by bus. 
Mood - minimally responsive 
A2: Yes. 
F1pn 306: How QUALM could vary an answer by varying il1 mood 
Baed CD mood Jeve1. QUALM varied the tJmOfUIl of information Jiven in the answer using the heuristics 
(CUzboratioll OpliolU) specified by LeImert. Of tbe3e heuristics, few were acaWly implemenred in QUALM, and the 
remainder were too vague to be applied at this point. since they require I deeper undentmding of bow knowledge of 
the user affects an answer. Moreover, this scheme allows the answer ID be v8ied only in the amount of infmnation 
liven 10 me user. If the system wu to answer the same way I penon does. the answer should vary both in the 
amolllll and me kind of informatial Jiven. It may indeed be desirable ID live different kind of information 
dependina OIl the point of view taken to answer the quatioa [46], the type of the user [531, or the u.ser's knowledge 
of the domain [481. QUALM could vary its mood only wilen the iiJ1lXopiiate variable is changed by hand. Ideally, 
this tailoring should be done dynamic:ally • 
Once it was decided what informatioo to melude in the answer, I memory search depending on the conceprual 
category of the question was cmied out7• LehD:n DOCecl that questions about events thal did not happen (why-not? 
questioos) were more difficult ID mswer thaD otber kiDds of questions. QUALM was able to answer such questions 
so iala as they were about failed. expecWioos, dw is about events which we would expect ID happen. becaU!e they 
were embodied in I script. bat did DOt occ:ur (also called "gboIt paths"). To do so. the program used its script 
knowledge to decea wbcre the depInwe from the script occurred. 
Fmally, I..ebDat ...... IbI problem ~ choOIiDa the best answer wbell seven! are possible. She defined rules that 
should be followed .. pIctiDa die best answer. However'. !bose rules involved knowledge about the user and were 
thus DOt yet reacly to be ued ill I quatial answering program without further study. 
Conclusions 
I..ebne:rt's departure from the database domain was important as it provided a more gener.ll frarnew<Xk for question-
'n. bqUIIl CIteICIJ wu .. I&Udied ia QUALM. Beaule. NqUIIl cpI8IIioe typic:alJy uta for .. oaiCIt 10 be pafonDed, ud uml for the 
pcfarmuce 01 .. a.=c:. (aa ia ''taB a. IbI daIa' ') ia .. appopri&te ia die II.ary ~ 0CIIIIal, l.Aba.l .,..,...t Ih8l u.. _ 110 Deed to 
IIDdy ~ qualliou. ~. cc:mid«!be ~ ''CIa 1DU tala. IOCDIIdWtI about Jeba", wtlidI i. u..-s-t to maa "Tell me MIll 
yaa bGw about Jeb, wbIl did be do?"'. Sbdl. quaQOIl would requin !be pRlIIUlto a-a&e • IUIDIIW)' 0I1bI1I.ary •. 
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answering research. Through the categorization of questions and the rules used to transform a question from the 
literal to the "intended" interpretation, Lehnert provided a fairly simple mechanism to answer questions in an 
appropriate manner in many cases and successfully implemented it in QUALM to answer questions about stories. 
However, deriving the proper questioo classification will not always lead to an appropri~ answer. A simple 
example is shown in Figure 3-7, where. based on the categCX)' of the question (verification), the answer would be 
"Y~s" or "No", or, using an e1aba'ation optioo. a statement specifying the immediate cause. These answers would 
not be as informative as the indirect answer given in the example. which is by far more appropriate and cooperative. 
Q: Are you ready for your exam tomorrow? 
Thi~ question is a ~~aBon question. It could 
be answered with the direct answer~ "yes" or 
, 'no' '. Lehnert specified an ~laboralio" option (the 
enquiry/explanation option) which could generate an 
indirect answer by finding an apparent cause. Here, 
an apparent cause could be: 
Al: I have not studied. 
The following an~wer, however, i~ more appropriate 
and informative in thi~ ca~e: 
A: I decided against taking it. 
FIaure 3-7: An answer not dictated by the category of the question 
Furthermore, while Lehnert w~ able to identify several of the factors necessary to understand a question and 
determine its answer, the rules presented in the theory do not constitute a general enough theory of language usage 
to fully explain bow humans in~t questions and make applopri~ answers. Impatant issues in the question-
answering process such as discourse structure and knowledge about the user and what makes an answer appropriate 
remains to be studied in depth. 
3.1.2 ProvidinK coherent answers uslll8 discourse structures: the TEXT System 
Like Lehnert. McKeown [4~. 44] used tbe categOrization of questions to aid in detcnnining the answer to a question. 
Her research. boweYer. was DOC limed • understanding questions but rather at determining the content and textual 
shape of answers. $be ICIIdied bow priDciples of discourse SttUCtUre and focus constraints could be used to guide the 
information retrieval proc:eu. 
JMTEXTmlml 
McKeown's wort was implemented in the TEXT system. 1De TEXT system used a portion of an OffICe of Naval 
Research database containing information about vehicles and destructive devices. The knowledge base contained 
entities. relations between them, atttibut.es, a generaliz.ation hierarchy, and a topic hierarchy. Using the TEXT 
system, a user could ask questions such as those in Figure 3-8. Since the answers to these questions are not the 
result of a database search, deciding what to say becomes an important issue. McKeown developed means to select 
the appropriate information from the database and organize it coherently into paragraph-loog answers. Though 
developed mainly 10 study the problems of natural language generation. the TEXT system is a useful tool to add to a 
cooventional database interfoa, since it allows users to famili.arize themselves with the dmbase cootenl 
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1. What is a friqate? 
2. What do you know about submarines? 
3. What is the difference between a whisky and a kitty hawk? 
The TEXT system could handle questions about the database 
content. 
Flpre 3-3: Ques~ons answered by the TEXT system 
Schemas 
Instead of just tracina through the knowledge representation to select the answer, McKeown employed rhetorical 
techniques found in naturally occurring texts. RMtorical predicaus are among the means available to speakers to 
effectively convey infmnation. They include: analogy, specification of a property or altribUle of an object (entity). 
and Ulu.nradoll!7y tuzmp14. 
l..inpistic studies showed tbal certain combinations of these predicates were preferred over others [17]. 
Punbermore, after studyinl EnaJ.isb IeXlS and transcripcs, McKeown found th2t certain combinations were associated 
with particular discourse pwposes. Par example, the definition of an object wu often accomplished using the 
fonowiDa sequence ~ rbebical predicates: 
(1) Identificabon of the object as I member of some generic elm; 
('2) Desc:ripcjoa of the object's fuDCtioo and aaribUIa; 
(3) ADaJoay to familiar objecu; 
(4) IDusttation by examples. 
McKeown encoded these combinarims of predic.ala into SCMmaJ, whicb listed the different predicates that could 
be used for I particu.lar discourse purpose in the adc:r in whicb they should appear. Thus. schemas represent 
standard patterns of discourse st:ructure. The TEXT system used four schemas. each corresponding to one or more 





Compare and contrast: 
Discourse purpose 
re~ests tor definitions 
r~ests for available information 
r~ests tor detinitions 
re~ests tor available information 
requests about the differences 
between objects 
Flpre 3-9: Scbemas used in the rexr system 
Pilure 3-10 shows the idDtIificlJlioll schema. The questiat types in rexr correspood 10 different discourse 
purposes. Consider the questions in F"ure 3-8. The first question is a request for a definitiaa, the second a request 
for information about an object, and the last asks for the difference between two objects. 
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Identification Schema8 
Identification (clas~ & attributive / function) 
[Analogy/ Constituency/ Attributive/ Renaming]W 
Particular Illu~tration / Evidence + 
[Amplification / Attributive / Analogy] 
Particular Illu~tration / Evidence 
Figure 3-10: Example of a schema used in TEXT 
Selecting the answer from g knowledge base 
When TEXT was asked a question. it selected a subset of the knowledge base that contained all the relevant 
information to that question. 'This step limited the amount of information future processes had to look at in order to 
pick out the appropriate answer. 'This subset of the knowledge base was called the r~levanJ knowl~dg~ pool and was 
constructed based on the question type. For instance, for a request about definitions. all the information 
immediately associated with the object being defmed (such as its attributes, superordinates and subtypes) was 
selected. 
A schema was then chosen based on the discoune purpose associated with the question type and the amount of 
information available in the relevant knowledge pooL The elements of the schema were filled sequentially, and its 
predicates were matched against the relevant knowledge pool. An instantiated predicate corresponded to a 
propositio~ that would be translated into an English sentence by the generation component [44]. When alternate 
instantiations were possible, the system used constraints on how focus of attention can shift to select the most 
appropriate one. McKeown extended previous work OIl focus of attention (for understanding anaphora) [64] to 
provide focus constraints that limit what can be said next and still maintain coherence. Using these constraints, the 
program avoided choosing propositions that jumped from one topic to another in an uncontrolled manner, thus 
ensuring the text coherence. Essentially, the focus guidelines caused the program to: 
• Select the propOsition such that the focus changes to an itemjust introduced. 
• Select the proposition that allows the focus to remain the same. 
• Choose the proposition that makes the focus switch back to the previous one. 
Using the identification schema and focus constrainlS, TEXT produced the answer shown in Figure 3-11: Note that, 
based on the knowledae base aDd focus constraints, only five predicates were chosen from the schema. 
Conclusions 
McKeown concentrllled 011 IU'IIIeIies fCT·~onst!'JCting an answer based 00 the discourse purpose sought after. Using 
discoune stratqja (CbIt appe.- to exist in natural language texts), and focus consttainlS, the TEXT system was able 
to produce coherent pngrapb-loog answers. However the users goal in asking the question was considered only 
insofar as the question type characteriz.ed this goal. How the user's needs, beliefs. and knowledge can influence the 
fmal answer was left unstudied. Finally, the TEXT system did not attempt to vary its answer depending on the user. 
'We ans I1IiDI Mc.KCIOW1I'. DCUlkla: bracUu ("[ I") iDdicae opcioaality, "f' a!tematiVel, "." tbIl!be item may appear one or more times, 
IDd ..... tha the i&em may appear uro or more time&. 
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(definition AIRCRAFT-cARRIER) 
Schema selected: identification 





1) An aircraft carrier is a s~rface ship with a DISPLACEMENT 
between 78000 and 80800 and a LENGTH between 1039 and 1063. 2) 
Aircraft carriers have a greater LENGTH than all other ships 
and a greater DISPLACEMENT than most other ships. 3) Mine 
warfare ships, for example, have a DISPLACEMENT of 320 and a 
length of 144. 4) All aircraft carriers in the ONR database 
have REMARKS of 0, FUEL TYPE of BNKR, FLAG of BLBL, BEAM of 
252, ENDURANCE-RANGE of 4000, ECONOMIC-SPEED of 12, 
ENDURANCE-SPEED of 30, and PROPULSION of STMTUGRD. 5) A ship 
is classified as an aircraft carrier if the characters 1 
through 2 of its HULL-NO are CV. 
Flpre 3-11: Example of an answer generated by the TEXT system 
The sysu:m could be impIoved by incapc:nting • user model to add consttaints on which JXed.icat.es are to be 
iDstantWed ~ decide on wbemer recursive use of the scbemas is apptopiWe. 
3.1.3 Summary 
E.nmiNna questions other than those that can be readily ttanslated into a database query, mearchers started to look 
at the problems of inlap'etina I questioo correctly (Le. as it was lnUltlUd II) be in~) and answering it 
apptopliately (i.e. providiq m answer that satisfies the questiooet). Oearty, systems with such C2p1bilities would 
provide a more graceful inrz:ncuon to me users. Ldme:rt saw !be problem of questiat-answering as one of placing 
questioos in appropriate careaaries aDd c:oncentt3ted on IUldtrstaNiing questions. using JXimarily the question's 
context md some c:ooversatiaW rules. McKeown. at the other band. concentrated on puviding an infcrnwive and 
coberent answer, based OIl discourse Stl'UCtUre and focus rules found in natural language texts. In her system, 
McKeown assumed that me user's pmpose for discourse was known and did not study parsing issues. Making use 
of I question's (t1DfIIIt, diIcou. IUIIqies aDd focus constt2ints in providing an answer defInitely results in a 
"beueru9 ~ dIa ca real1'iDa from I simple dal2base retrieval. However, neither Lehnert nor McKeown 
clwactedzed willi .. ~ answer really is and this issue remains to be studied. Fmally, in both systems, the 
problems of ~ iDdireet IDlwas when necessary and tailoring an answer II) the user were neglected. 
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3.2 Appropriate responses and the goal of the questioner 
Another approach to the problem of determining an answer was proposed by HobbsIRobinson and AllenlPerrault 
[24, 1]10. Their goal-orWtud approach attempted to explain indirect answers and cooperative behavior in terms of 
the goals of the questioner. 
The problem in providing appropriate answers lies in the fact that it is very hard to pinpoint what appropriale 
means. By not addressing the question itself but still providing enough information for the user to infer the answer, 
indirect answers provide a good basis for studying the appropriateness of answers. Furthermore, in human question 
answering, indirect answers are often given. We can probably assume that, when engaged in cooperative dialogues, 
if humans choose to answer a question indirectly, the indirect answer is more appropriate then a direct one. It is 
therefore desirable for a system to also be able to provide indirect answers when necessary. While people have no 
problem understanding such answers and generating them, it is hard to characterize what makes an indirect answer a 
good response and when one is preferable to a direct one. 
Hobbs and Robinsoo studied indirect responses in task oriented dialogues with the goal of determining what makes 
an answer appropriate. After studying transcripts of task criented dialogues, they divided indirect answers in three 
categories: 
1. The answer was indirect but did answer the question asked; the direct answer could be inferred from iL 
2. The answer denied a presuppositio1L, a belief the questioner had about the domain 11. 
3. The respoose addressed biaher goals the questioner was aying to achieve. 
An example for each of these cases is presented in Figure 3-12. 
Assuming that people ask questions with goals in mind, Hobbs and Robinson concluded from their analyses that, to 
be appropriate. an answer must provide some inforrnadoo that allows questioners to achieve their goal. That 
information need not be exactly the same as that asked for in the question. The answerer may find the question 
inappropriate given the goal to be achieved and provide information that he thinks is relevanL 12 This son of 
behavior assumes the answerer (1) wants to help the questioner, (2) is able to help the questioner and (3) knows the 
Questioner's goal. 
Hobbs and Robinson thus proposed a characterization of me appropriateness of an answer. However, the guidelines 
they offer do not yet specify bow 10 generate an "appiopiWe" answer, nor do they determine when an indirect 
answer should be chosen over a direct one. Finally, it is a significant problem to figure out the goal a person wants 
to achieve.13 This is c:omplkatIed by die fact that one uttermce may be used 10 achieve several purposes.14 
Ion. ~ obcaiMd '" ADIa ad Pemutt wil\ be praeaIed i.D the c:hara- dilCUlliq Ia« modelling problema, (or tb'y ".VUe mainly 
COIIcetDed with the prdI __ ~ lIterriJIIlhI pia &ad phaI at the uaer, _ell iavoIvea (ormiD, • model at !be UIeI'. 
II Special c:uea 0( lhi. pItlblem have boa Cdied -1nJ'h, u will be IMD ill !he DUl aeclioCI [31, 40, 41). 
I~ ~ haw alIo bealltUdied by 101bi (29J wbo tried to idcatify !be kiDda d rupouea upec1ed i.D ce1UiD liru..ioal (iocluding that of 
au upert ud I DOvice) to mab lUre !hal. becauIe ol the upoc:IIllou from !he quaIioDer. the IZISWa' will DOt be iDI.erpreUd i.D 111 UDintended 
way. 
1'Tbi. problem wu addreued i.D put by [1J. 
14tbi. baa beea termed abe -uifoc.uG tUpCCI ol UIlenDCeI (19). 
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1) Although indirect, ~ an~wer answers the question asked. 
Q: Is your area paper finished? 
R: I just have to add the bibliography. 
The direct answer (NO) can be inferred from the response 
given. However, the indirect answer provides more information 
than the direct one would have had. 
2)~ an§wer denies ~ pre§uppo§ition 21 ~ gue§tion. 
Q: Have you passed your oral exam? 
R: We don't have an oral exam in our department. 
The questioner had the assumption that the hearer had to take 
an oral exam. The respondent corrects that belief. 
3)The response answers ~ higher 
questioner ~ trying ~ achieve. 
Q: Which key do I need? 
A: The door is unlocked. 
goals 
The respondent recognizes that the questioner's goal is 
to open the door. The response he provides does not 
answer the question but still enables the questioner to 
fulfill his goal. 
FIpre 3-11: Examples of indirect answen 
3.3 Grice's cooperative principles and the notion of implicature 
Instead of deriving answers based OIl questiOll taxonomies (X'the goal of the questioner, IUplan [31], Mays [40], 
McCoy [41], and Joshi [29] anempced to use the mere genera1 theay of ltuaguage ILfQge as developed in the area of 
pnparics in order to c~tedze wba an appoptWe answer is. 
Pra&matics, cbe ICDdJ of bow tDowJed&e about the context of 3D utt.eraoce affects its understanding, gives us a 
theory to explain bow people caD mean more than what they say with the DOCion 01 impliCalUTe [70, 37]). Studying 
bow implicamn weDs pIOYida Ileneral way to deal with the issues of language usage. instead of applying the 
specific rules used by QUAlJd. It is, bowever, a very bard problem and has been studied ooly in part. 
Grice'S maxims and Impllqture 
Grice [15, 16] proposed a theory about bow people use language. He suggested that the following guidelines are 
used in human conversation in CX'der to coJIUl1l1Jlic2te efficiently and in a cooperative manner. 
1. The Cooperative PriDciple. Make your contribution as informative as is required. in the context in 
whicb it OCClln. 
2. The Maxim ~ Quality. Do DOt say what you believe is false (X' what you lack evi~ for. 
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3. The Maxim of Quantity. Make your contribution as informative as necessary, but not more 
infonnative than required. 
4. The Maxim 01 Relevance. Make your contribution relevant to the conversation. 
S. The Maxim 01 Manner. Be brief and orderly. Avoid ambiguity and obscurity . 
• Grice claimed that, when engaged in a conversation. humans tend to cooperate with each other and will use the 
guidelines given above. It follows that, even when an utterance seems to violate the principle of cooperation, 
humans will try to interpret it at a deeper level to make it in fact cooperative. This interpretation will give rise to 
inferences that could not have been drawn from semantics only. This framework can be used to understand indireCt 
responses. as shown in the example in Figure 3-13. The inferences that can be drawn from our knowledge of 
language usage are called cOfl~rsatWnaJ implicatuus. Understanding these conversational implicarures would 
clearly help in building computer systems that would be able to understand questions more deeply and provide 
indirect answers. 
There are two ways implicatures can arise: by following Grice's maxims or by apparently flouting them (that is 
deliberately violating them as in the second example of Figure 3-13). 
1) Following Grice's maxims: 
0: How cold is it outside? 
A: I am only wearinq a sweater over my T-shirt. 
The answer does not seem to be relevant. However, we do 
consider it to be an appropriate answer to the question posed. 
Assuminq the answerer is beinq cooperative, we try to find a 
connection between the person's outfit- and the outside 
temperature to derive the direct answer. 
2)Flouting Grice's maxim (The maxim of quantity this case): 
0: What was the party? 
A: A party is a party. 
This statement is rather obvious and thus violates the maxim 
of quality. However, it does convey information, namely 
that that the party was averaqe and not overly excitinqi 
e.q, there is nothinq else to say. 
FIpre 3-13: How inferences can be drawn from an answer 
The information c:mveyed bocb when following and flouting a maxim is pan of a comprehensive theory of language 
usage. However. II) implement question answering programs that provide a natural access to some body of data. we 
are more concerned witb IltferaDCeS mat follow Grice's maxims. 
Grice's maxims and the nodoo of implicarure have been used in an attempt to characterize when indirect answers 
are preferable over direct ones. In particular. it was found that indirect answen may be preferable to direct ones 
when the latter are negative, for then, indirect answers may be more infonnative. Two examples are shown in 
Figure 3-14. Two cases at this situation have been studied: pesumptions. and scalar implicature. We first 
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01: "Are all the professors in the Linguistics department 
full professors?" 
Al, a direct answer: "Yes" 
A2, an indirect answer: "There is no Linguistics 
department here" 
A2 is more informative than Al, even though Al is also 
(trivially) correct. Moreover, Al can actually be 
misleading, by not refuting the belief that there is a 
Linguistics Department. 
02: "Are all the professors in the Linguistics department 
full professors?" 
Al, a direct answer: "No" 
A2, an indirect answer: "two are" 
Here again, the indirect answer is more informative than 
the direct one. 
In both examples, by providing AI, a system 




FJpre 3-14: IDdirect answers may' be more informative than direct ones 
introduce these two cases and then present bow they have been studied in order to improve question answering 
systemS. 
Presumptions 
Consider the question: 
03: What grade did Bob get in Data Structures? 
In asking this questioa. the spabr must belieYe that Bob took the Data Structures course. In fact. this follows from 
one of the CCXlVeIldaDI 01 coopellave COIlvenabon: the questioner JJW.St leave a choice of direct answers to the 
respoodent, or, ill odwr warda, the questioner must beliIM: that there are scveraI possible direct answers to his 
questioos. (If there WII • !DOlt (De possible direct answer, be could then infer the answer without asking the 
questicn.) So. it aD bat (M molt) <re. of tb4'! direct answers entails a proposition pi' , we can assume that the 
questiooer believea'. PlUpolirioa P is theft said 10 be pruwned by the question. In the previous example. Q3 
P'~sumn that "Bob toot a Data Structures course" and "there are more than ooe possible grade". 
If the presumptioo is false. the answerer sbould refute it. and an indirect answer is more applopIiate than a direct 
one. Failure to deny the presumption implicitly c:onfirms it and thus milleads the questiooer. Such a situation arises 
IS" propoatiollPl Mm''''ially ntailIlbe propclIitioaP2 itud oaly it P2 i.e InM "-Va' PI iL 
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when (1) a question contains some of the speaker's beliefs about a domain, that is the question preswnl!S16 some face 
to be true about the domain of discourse [33, 37]; and (2) these beliefs are not supported by the data (or facts). The 
user has then a miscoDception about the domain. BeCause of a natural language system's apparent understanding 
capabilities, users are prone to expect the system to correct any misconceptions they may have. For a system to be 
cooperative, it must be able to detect such misconceptions and answer in such a way as to correct the misconception 
and avoid misleading the users. In order to detect whether the questioner has some misconceptions about the 
domain of discourse, a system needs to be able to infer the presumptions of a question. A false presumption 
caresponds to miscoDception on the part of the user. Kaplan [30] called a question containing a false presumption a 
loatkd question. He was concerned with detecting misconceptions and providing appropriate answers to loaded 
questions. 
Scalar implicature 
The second example in Figure 3-14 involves a particular type of implicature, called scalar implicature. Horn [25, 
26] observed that when an utterance refers to a value 00 some scale defined by semantic entailment, that value 
represents the highest value on me scale of which the speaker can truthfully speak. Assuming the speaker follows 
Grice's principles, we can then infer that be is saying as much as he can. Consequently, higher values on the scale 
are either false or unknown to be true by the speaker, and values lower on the scale can be marked as true, since they 
are entailed (see Figure 3-15). Hom called this phenomenon scalar predication, while Gazc1ar [13] called it scalar 
qJUWily implicalllTe. As illustrated by the example, a system that can deal with such implicatures would be more 
cooperative by being able to povide indirect responses. 
Con~ider ~emantic ~cale <all ~ome none> 
and the exchange: 
Q: Did you buy the book~ required for the qualifying exam? 
A: I bought ~ome. 
The direct an~wer "No" can be inferred, ~ince, by the maxim 
of quantity, if "all" the book~ were bought, the answerer 
would have ~aid ~o. The ~calar implicature allow~ u~ to 
interpret the an~wer ~s: 
" There are some books that I have not bought. However, I 
did buy a sub~et of them." 
Here again, the indirect an~wer i~ more informative than 
the direct one. 
Flpre 3-1.S: Example of scalar implicature 
Grice's cooperative principles and the notion of implicature were used to extend the capabilities of natural language 
interfaces to database systemS and make them behave in a more cooperative and human-like manner. 
"A _ IpOCiIIc: cue happelll qell all !be din:c:l &IIIwerI to • quadoD e1l1I.il • propociJiOll P. ill wbicb cue the quaUOIl iI aid to 
praupponP. 
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3.3.1 Extensional misconceptions and the CO-OP system 
The ability to c:omct a misconcepcioo a user may have about a domain can be very imponant for a natural language 
interface that is CD be IIIed by naive and czual users who are often not familiar with the structure or the content of 
the domain and are tberefore likely to have false beliefs about iL Kaplan [31] was the first researcher to address the 
problem of correaiDI a misconception on the pan of the user. 
Kaplan studied questions thal could be translated into a single database query and was concerned with those 
cootaining ezullSioNJJ pruwnptioIU (i.e, presumptioos about the existence of a set of entities in the knowledge 
base) (see Fiaure 3-16). Kaplan used language-driven inferences (those that can be inferred from language usage) 
as opposed CD domain-driven inferences (those that need domain spedfic knowledge as well as general world 
knowledge) CD deu=ct presumpcioos in questions. In the Co-op system. he showed that. by limiting the domain of 
discourse to database queries, a significant class of presumptions could be compub:d using only language-driven 
inferences. 
1be computation of the presumptions of a database query was possible by rqesenting the query in an intermediate 
snpb DOtabm. the MdIJ Qwry Ltutpagc (MQL). A database query can be viewed as requesting the seleaiCll of a 
subset from a presented sec of entities [2] by putting this presented set through a series of restrictions. In co-op, 
tbia process was ckme by translating the query into the Meta Query Language. The nodes of the graph were sm and 
the arcs biliary r.ladoIU among them. Using this scheme, the direct answer to the query was obtained by composing 
the sees according II) binary reJarims, in txt seleainl a subsec (see Figure 3-16). The imporunce. of this 
represeDtaDon for detecting miscona:ptioas lies in the (act that each cama:1r:d subgrapb of this represenwion 
carraponds to an exleDSicoal presumpcioa of the query (the existence of a set). as illuslnted in Figure 3-16. 
Consequently, an empty subset iDdicaleS a false presumpdoo, and hence a misconception on the part of the user. 
CO-OP detected miscm:epcions while retrieving answers from the database. If the query resulted in an empty set. 
the intermedial.e representation was examined. Each connected subset was cbecUd for emptiness in tum, and the 
ec.aespoading corrective answer was gerwnred: 
Example 21 A corrective In§wer: 
"I don't know of any Linqui~tic~ cour~e~." 
By translating a query into the MQL intermediate rq.resentation. Kaplan was able to compute presumptions in a 
domain-independent manner aDd without the need to add general knowledge to the knowledge base. The generation 
of the c:oaective IDSwer was also done in a Str.lightfOlWW manner, by checking for the possible emptiness of the 
sets. EVeD tbouab CO-OP WII able ID offer corrective responses only to questions showing extensional 
misconcepc:ioas ddI WOIt WII bupaicau as the stan:ina point for studyjnl how CD deuct misconceptions in 
questioos and bow lID NipODd lppIopiiMely. 
3.3.1 Intensional DUcoDCeptJoDJ 
The misconceptions deall widt in CO-OP are tbose that depend 00 !he C01lU1Il of the dal2base. They arise from 
UUJtstonal presuppositions. !Deming that the user believes that there are element'S satisfying a particular set 
description when that description actually has DO extension in the database. Another type of misconception. called 
lnuNioMl miscmcepdons. depends on the .rtnICture of the database. It occun when the user believes that an entity 
(or a set of entities) can participate in a relation when, in fact, it cannoc. 'l'be3e misconceptions are not addressed in 
C().QP. An example is shown in Figure 3-17. 
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The query: 
Which students got F's in Linguistics courses? 
























This query presumes the existence fo the following uts: 
There are students. 
There are F's. (Some of the grades are F' s. ) 
There are courses. 
There is Linguistics. 
There are students that got F's. 
There are grades of F's in (some) courses. 
There are Linguistics courses • 
. There are students who got F's in courses. 
There are students who got F's in Linguistics courses. 
Fipre3-16: A query in Co-op 
Q: Which undergraduates teach courses? 
Q presupposes that undergraduates can teach courses. 
If in fact, undergraduates cannot teach courses, the 
following answer is not appropriate for it does not 
deny the presupposition. 
Al: I don't know of any undergraduates that teach courses. 
A better answer would be: 
A2: Undergraduates carn~t teach courses. 
If undergraduates co~ teach courses but were not teaching 
this particular semester, the misconception would be 
utDUioMl. 
Flpre 3-17: An incensimal misconception 
In order to recognize such misconceptioru. the system needs some knowledge about the permissible relations 
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between entities in die kDowled&e base. Mays [40] designed a data mode! aimed at allowing a syStem to detect 
intensional miscmceprims. Tbis dm·model included the following information: 
• entity-reJarim iDfmmarioa: wlw entities (or group of entities) can participate in what relations. 
• hienrcJUca1 iDfarmation: superset/subset information. 
• partition iDfomwioa: die iDcompatibility of groups of entities. 
Usina this database model. an intenSicmal misconception is recognized when a relationship between entities 
presupposed in the query canncx be established in the database model. nuS failure can be computed in a fashion 
similar to that used in Kaplan's sysCl!m. Here., the MQL query is checked against the database model (instead of 
qainst the database) to verify that each relation paupposed can be established. 
Mays concentraced on deuctillg intmsional misconceptions. The implementation of the component of the system 
that would actually respond to a question showing some misconceptions on the pan of the user was not carried OUL 
3.3.3 Current work on mbconcepdons 
Yet IDOtber type of misconcepcioa bappenI when there is a disaepaDcy between wlw the user believes· about an 
object and what die syscem believes about iL McCoy [41] is curremly investipting these objtct rtlaltd 
rrrUcollCtptUJ1L1, mainly in me framework of expert systems. She is coocemed with bow to CO"tct the 
miscanceptiaG u oppoIed liD de1ec:tiDg it (which was the emphasis of bocb Kapbn and Mays). McCoy is eumining 
the poblem of chactai%iDg in a domain iDdepeDdent mmner wlul influences !be choice of addition21 infcnn.ation 
to include in answers mel enabling a system to produce such responses. 
IDs1ead of relying OIl an d priM list of possible misc:oncepciOna as in !be approach taken in some CAl systems [68, 
3. 67]. McCoy classified object relaIed misconceptions based Oft the knowledge base !tdtVTt they involve. A feature 
of die kDowled&e base could be a ~til.NJu rebdon or III tIlIribllU. Through the studies of tr2nSCripts, she has 
ide:ruified whu types d addjriooal iDfomwion should be c:oruained in !be answer COllesponding 10 each type of 
object related misconcepdoas. A correc:tion sc:bem.a thal dictates what kind of infomwion to include in the answer 
is :wociaced with each type of misconception. 
3.3.4 Usina ImpUcature to provide Indirect answers to ye51no questions 
Throu&h the work 00 miscoDcepcions, we have seen bow indirect answers can be provided to yeslno questions, by 
comput:ina the presampc:ioas ccmtained in the questiau and refuting them if necessary. Besides being more 
infomwive, theM iDdirecllDSWel'l em also avoid misleading the user. TraditiorWly, the "nomul" answer 10 
YeslNo questions II dam amaaa the two direct answen "Yes" and "No", and sysCl!ms that allow (or indirect 
answers go duoap an pnrasina CD recognize that an indirect answer is necessary and to derive iL The notion of 
implic.atul"et hawnwr, jIIO\'ideI a way to broaden the set of possible respcmes 10 a YeslNo question. 
Hirschberg (23] plopoIII a redefiDitioD of yalno questions in order 10 treat indirect answers in the same way as 
direct answers, i.e. u • pouible respcme to yes/no questions. She uses the notion of scalar implicanue, and 
extends the definitioa d scaU to include utlset-~r, wlto~/part. proctsS stagtS, spaJtaJ relalionslUp, 
prtreqW.riu orderillgs, elllityltJItribuu, isQ-lrUrarcJry, and temporal scale. By broadening the definition of scale, the 
direct answer 10 the question below can be entailed using scalar implicawre: 
Q: Have you baked the cake? 
A: I just put it in the oven. 
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With the prouss stages scale: <mix; put in oven; bake; frost> 
the hearer can infer that the values higher up on the scale are 
either false or unknown to the speaker. The direct answer "No" 
can be entailed, but indirect answer given provides more 
information. 
Note that this scale could be embodied into a script. 
If the set of possible answers to the questions contained all the values in the process stage scale (instead of only the 
two direct answers "yes" or "no"), the system would be readily able to provide the more informative indirect 
answer based on the infonnation cpntained in its knowledge base. 
Based on this extension of scalar implicature. Hirschberg thus proposes a new way to represent YeslNo questions to 
broaden the set of possible answers. A system that can use scalar implicature will be able to provide more useful 
answers to YeslNo questions and avoid conveying false inferences that may be drawn by direct answers. 
Unfortunately, scalar implicatures do not explain all the possible indirect answers to YeslNo questions however. In 
particular, they do not support request type questions. Moreover, it may be very hard to determine all the scales that 
are applicable at any point and which scale 10 use. 
3.3.5 A voidlna ralse inrerences 
Another interesting issue related to conversational implicatures is that of false inferences, that is inferences that 
could be drawn from an utterance but that the speaker knows are false. In cooperative behavior, it is clearly 
undesirable to produce such an utterance. Ukewise, a system should DOt provide an answer from which the user 
c~d draw false inferences. Again, such an answer would be considered misleading. 
To study this situation, Joshi [28] modified slightly the maxim of quality which became: 
., if you, the ~aJcq, plall to say tlIIythillg wltich may imply for 1M Marer something lhal )IOu beli4ve 10 be false. 
tMn provil:k further in/ormationlO block ii' ') 
Using this modification. Joshi, Webber and Weischedel [29] argue that, to be cooperative. a system must be able to 
recognize that a response may mislead the user and modify such a response. They are attempting to characterize the 
cases in which the syscem em f<n:see the possibility of drawing wroog inferences from the answer. To do so, they 
flI'St develop a formal metbod for computing the possible inferences that can be drawn from an answer, identifying 
the facton that come iDeo play, mel characterize the types of behavior usually expected from the answerer. 
They identified the typeI otinfomwivto teh~;.x in cases where the question indicates that the questioner wants to 
achieve some goal. They distiDpished between the staUd goal or S-goal of the user (that is the goal as stated in the 
question) and the illleNUd g04l or l-g04l, which represents what the user really wants to achieve. They identify 
relations that can exist between these two goals. As an example of such relation. the I·goal may be an enohliTlg 
condition for the S-goal. Assuming a system knows the actions and events that can achieve a goal, together with 
their probability of occurring, the system can detect whether, by ~hieving the stated goal, the intended goal will 
also be achieved. The system can then generate an answer, based on the relation between the two goals and the 
information contained in the database. 
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Joshi. Webber mel Weiscbedel characterize the information to be given in a response according to whether 
achieving the S-,oal will also achieve the I-goal. A possible situation is given in the example below: 
Example: 
The propo~ed action X does not achieve the I-goal: G 
Q: I n.ed to fulfill my elective requirement~. 
can I tak. Graph Theory? 
If Graph Th.ory doe~ not fulfill the elective requirement 
(i •• , th. action does not achieve the goal), 
a cooperative answer might be: 
A: You can take Graph Theory, but it will not 
fulfill your elective requirements, as 
electives need to be humanity courses 
In thi~ ca~e, the system would check that G cannot be 
achieved by performing X, even though the enabling conditions 
of X are tru., so that X can be performed. On the other hand, 
th. system find3 that the action Y can achieve the goal, and 
thus info~ th. us.r. It would be misleading the user not 
to inform him that perfo~q X does not achieve the intended 
qoal. 
Ulina this metbod, a S)'S1mD would be able to inform users of the etUctiveness of !heir action in order to achieve 
their aoaJ, and provide alternatives if necessary. However, as DOCed before, inferring bodl the stated goal and the 
intended goal is a very bard talk. ~ the procesa of generating infomwive responses is static (conditions 
are checked in tum, as in a d.iscrimDwioo Del) and tbere is DO explicit reasoning about the questiooer's expectations. 
3.4 Conclusions 
ProareWn, beyond the study of c:lmbase front-eods allowed researchers 10 address the problem of question-
answaing in a more general framework. Through the study of language usage, theories about human question-
answering were developed. mel methods to aUeviase the problems of previous question-answering programs were 
implemenced. Re:surchers analyud DlOIe thoroughly the fadOn involved in interpreting a question and found that 
the context of questions qemer with some rules of cooversarion could help undentmding a question beyond its 
literal meanina. Using tbese rauIrs, !bey were able to build programs dw IUImlpced 10 extract the WeNUd 
meaina of questicm. Ocber resean:be:n tried to characterize the nocioo cL appropt"i.tlUMss of an Q1I.S'WtT, by 
looJcina • me pia ~ !be ucn aDd die rula of cooperldYe di.scoune. More Jl"IICClul man-machine interaction 
resulted as i*OiI-- ... able to ..-weI' in a mae human-lib marmer, providing iDdirect answers.. ccnecting 
~.epcioaa oa dae pill ~ die uer, IDd answering questions about a knowledge base. 
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4. User Modelling 
4.1 Introduction 
Throughout the previous sections, we have often mentioned that knowledge about the user could aid a system in 
m.aJcing various decisions required during the course of understanding and answering a question. 
Rurnelhan [54] and Shannon [62] were among the fU'St researchers to recognize that some knowledge of the user 
was needed to generate appIopIia.te answers. They showed that to answer w~r~ qlU!stions, knowledge about the 
user's location was imp<Xtant. Figure 4-1 shows three possible answers to a single where question. 
Q: Where i~ the Empire State Building? 
AI: In the United State~. 
A2: In New York. 
A3: On the corner of Fifth Avenue and 34th Street. 
Each of the~e an~wer3 can be appropriate in the right context, 
that is depending on where the questioner i~ (for example, 
in IVOry Coast for Al, in Florida for A2, and in Manhattan for A3) . 
Figure 4-1: Knowledge about the users location can influence an answer 
Humans make use of their knowledge about other participants in a conversation in order to communicate effectively. 
It is clearly desirable for a computer system to have knowlqe about the user in order 10 mxe closely approximate 
natural language question answering. In this section, we will examine various methods that have been developed to 
help achieve this goal. 
A user model can cootain a variety of facts about a user, including: 
• The users goals in asking a question. The goal can influence the way to address the question. As seen 
in the research done by Hobbs and Robinson, an appropriate answer is one that address the goal of the 
user. It is thus impMant to !mow wiult that goal is. 
• The plan the user has 10 achieve the goal 
• The user's knowledge about the world. This will help in providing the appro~a.te information (that is, 
information that the user will understand). 
• The type of the user, which em also influence the information given in the answer. In an information 
reaieval system for example, user typeS may include mmagers, secretaries, or engineers. each of whom 
should be Iddreaed in I clift'erent manner . 
• lnformatiCllIIrady &iven as responses to preview questions. 
User modeIlina .. oIMmi iaclude the task ~ constructing a model, which can be done by either col1ecti.n~ facts from 
a user or infening them !rom a dialog, chat of organizing the model, and using it to improve the system's behavior in 
responding to questions mel possibly 10 change its behavicr if it becomes obvious that responses provided are not 
appropriate. In this chapter. we present some of the research done that addresses the various aspects of user 
modelling in question answering. showing bow a mm-machine interaction can be improved when a system is able to 
take a particular user into consideration. 
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4.1 Using knowledge about the user's plans and goals to generate helpful responses 
Allen and Pemuk [11 examined the problems of generating appropriate responses to questicns by inferring the 
questiooer's loa!. In doiDa so, !:bey also ~ ID be faithful to philosophical and linguistics actowtts of speech acts 
(61). They showed thai. by keeping a model of the questioner's beliefs and by being able to infer plans and goals. a 
system can provide belpful and cooperative answers. They also developed a method that enables a system to derive 
the users beliefs and aoa1J. Usina this method, a question answering system can build a user model that contains 
the user's goals and beliefs and use it to answer questions in a cooperative fashion. The typeS of cooperative 
answers a system would be able to generate using this user model included direct and indirect answers. as well as 
answers containina more iDfomwion than was requested in the question. 
Allen and PemWt coasidered speech acts in the cootext of a planning syscem [7]. Conversants have ,""cUls of the 
.worId. which include beliefs about the world, beliefs about adler conVe:rsaIlts, and goals to achieve. Language is 
viewed as being goal-«iemed.: a speaker produces utterances in order to achieve an effect on the listener. typically 
modifying the listener's beliefs and goals. Upon observing a speech act, the listener is capable of inferring the 
speaker's goal and reconstruaina a plan to achieve that goal. To be cooperative, the listener can now belp the 
speaker achieve his goal by indicating what infomwioo is needed to achieve the goal. This can result in giving 
more information chan explicitly ~ for if the listener recognizes such information as being necessary to achieve 
the loa! (eumple in Fipre 4-2). 
.- PQ/rQII: When does the train to Montreal leave? 
CkTk : 3:15 at qate 7. 
The clerk was able to infer the patron's qoal to board the 
Montreal Train. Upon reconstructing the plan needed to 
achieve that goal, the clerk recognized that knowing the 
departure gate was also necessary (besides the departure 
time, which was explicitly asked for). So the clerk gave 
these two pieces of information in the answer, thus 
appearinq cooperative. 
Flpre 4-2: Coopmative behavior: inferring the speaker's plan 
To detect the usc:r's aoals and pbns. a system needs domain knowledge thal includes plQIU and goals users may 
have in the domain 01 discoune, a formu1arion of acttoru, which have preconditions. substepS and effecu. and 
bclIql and wall (I, iraN). ID tbeir system, ADen md PeInu1t used a sC3Ddan1 planning fOl'JJWism to represent 
plans aDd aoals (12)., ill wb:icb &iWD _lAllI4l stQU oftlw world WaDd a goal G. apl4ll is a sequence of actions that 
ttansform W imo G. Two dIIIpIe pIIm in the train domain, as used by Allen and Perrault, are shown in Figure 4-3. 
Allen and Perrall'. p.. 11'8 .mw. to thole described in [S8]. Schank aDd Abelsal. however. used plans as an 
aid in fiDdina me re11rinna benweea two acts in order 10 understand a slDry. Here. plans were used to derive the goal 
of a questioner and thus help a:hieve a goal. Schank and Abeboa abo developed the nocioo of goal, but the goals 
they used wen: ramer genen1. while thole used in Allen and Pemu1t are domain specific. Beliefs and intentions 
were represented as in [2.2. 7). Because this knowledge is repesented explicitly, the system is able ID reason about 
what the user Deeds to kDow in order to achieve a plaD. 'Ibis fact is very imponant since a system appears to be 
cooperative when it is able to provide infomwioo that will help the user to achieve a goal. Allen and Perrault also 
specified two types of inference rules, t1w the system could use to derive the users goal: pltUllling 11lks to infer 
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what plan a user may have to achieve a goal; and inferencing ruks, which are used to infer a goal from an observed 
action (see Figure 4-4). 
Upon observing m action (or hearing a speech act. in the case of a question answering system). the system tried to 
reconstruct the users plan. This was done by deriving the user's goal from the observed action using inferencing 
rules and finding plans that would achieve the expected goals the system knew about (such as BOARD and MEET in 
the train domain) using the planning ruUs. He~tics were used to rate the different plans and goals, so that 
eventually one plan and one corresponding goal would be chosen as the correct plan (goal). An example of a plan 
reconstruction from a sentence is given in part in Figure 4-5. 
Expected goal~: 
BOARD (A, <train>, TORONTO) 
MEET (A, <train>, TORONTO) 
Action~: 
- BOARD (aqent, train, ~tation) : SOURCE (train, station) 
precondition: AT(agent, the x:DEPART.LOC(train, x», 
the X:DEPART.TlME(train, x) 
effect: ONBOARD(agent, train) 
- MEET(agent, train, ~tation) :DEST(train, ~tation) 
precondition: AT(agent, the x:ARRlVE.LOC(train, x», 
the x:ARRlVE.TlME(train, x) 
effect: MET(agent, train) 
FIgure 4-3: The train domain 
Helpful responses 
Allen and Pemult claimed that helpful responses are needed when the listener detect'! a goal in the plan of the 
speaker that the spata caDDO( achieYe without assistmce. Such goals typically correspond to some information the 
speaker lacks but..ta ., IChieve his loa!. In our previous example, knowing the departure gate is one such goal 
(if the listener believea thIt the speaker does not yet know it). 
AifI:l reconsuuctinl the userl 100 IDd plan, the system would find the goals it believed the user needed help to 
achieve and produce plans 10 achieve them. 19 When they were achieved. the answer 10 a question was produced: 
0: "When doe~ the train to Windsor leave:" 
A: "The train leaves at 4:00pm. The train 
leave~ at gate 4." 




Example ~ Planning rules: 
- If an agent A want~ to achieve a goal E, and ACT 
i3 an action that ha3 E a~ an effect, then A may 
want to execute ACT (i.e. achieve ACT) . 
- If an agent A want3 to achieve P and does not 
know whether P i3 true or not, then A may want to 
achieve: 
"agent knows whether P is true". 
Example ~ Inference rules: 
- If S believes that A ha~ a goal of executing 
action ACT, and ACT has an effect E, then S may 
believe that A has a goal of achieving E. 
- If S believes A has a goal of knowing whether a 
proposition p. is true, then S may believe that A 
has a goal of achieving P. 
FIpre 4-4: PWming and inferencing rules 
Helpful information em also be offered in response to a YeslNo queslico. From the uaz:ranc::e: 
"Does the Wind30r train leave at 41" 
the lisceoer em infer the goal: 
The speaker wants to know when the train leaves 
1b.is goal. in tum. can be connected to the BOARD act, whose preconditioos require knowing the depanure time and 
pte. Here, it the direct answer to the questiCll is "No", the 1.isteDer, by inferring the goal of the speaker and 
recognizing obstacles in the plan. will provide useful infamation such as the actual departure time: 
"No, the train leaves at 6pm." 
~ and indirect ~g 
Plan inferencing aI10ws fer' the UDdastmd.ina of indirect speech acts. By reconstructing the plan from the utterance, 
the indirect inte:rprecaIiaa em be iDfe:mcL For eumple, from "00 you mow wben the WIndsor train leaves", the 
goal .. AaeDl WIDII ., tDaw die depatwe time" can be inferred. AlJeD and Pemult exteDd their theory and analysis 
in order ID distinpiab betweealbe eases whens. question is inlended licerally and when it is intended indirectly. To 
do so, they use Sadt cWlnilloon ~ nu[QU spucll QCts, which coaespond to the litcnl meaning of the utterance, and 
iUOCUIloIlll1'1 GCU., wb:idl carrapcmd to the indirect meming [61). An tAunttonal IRCODdition is now added to 
detect whether an UtlEi .... sboal4 be inteipte~ directly <X' indirectly, and the rules are adjusted appropriately. 
Noce that now, the process is c:omplic.ab:d by the fact that the beliefs need to include the intentions of the conversant. 
Inferring these may be very hard... 
Understanding sentence fragments 
The plan inference process aids in the understanding fA sentence fragments (such as "Train to Wllldsa?"), because 
such fragments are usually sufficient to infer the basic goal. Compare this approach to dw t2ken in QUALM [36], 
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From the ~peech act: "When does the train to Windsor leave?" 
a REQUEST action can be constructed11 : 
REQUEST (A, S, INFORMREF(S, A, the (~:time): 
DEPART.TIME of <train1> is ~)) 
where <train1> - the (~:train:DEST(~, WINDSOR)) 
1. This action specifies an action cluster consisting of a 
REQUEST of INFORMREF18. It is added to the plan 
aJurnaJivt in each partial plan. 
2. The partial plans are examined for similarities 
between alternatives and expectations: 
- BOARD plan: A 
the train to WINDSOR 
the DEPART. TIME 
- MEET plan: A 
3. The BOARD plan i~ favored as it is more ~pecified, and the 
train de~criptions in the alternative and the expectation 
are merged. Now both the ~ource and the destination 
are known. 
4 ...• [More tasks are executed to complete the plan.] 
Flpre 4-5: Example of Plan reconstruction 
where fragments were understood within a saipt or by using the discourse topic. Using plan inference roles is more 
applicable in some cases where a script is not available. On the other hand, the scrip~ knowledge could alleviate 
some of the processing involved in the required inferencing. In a system containing a large knowledge base, both 
approaches have the problem of identifying what the utterance refm to (which script to activate, or which action is 
involved). Using a script or plan inferencing allow a sentence fragment 10 be understood even befae a topic of 
discourse has been established (or a previous query encoonla'ed). 
Conclusions 
Inferring the goal of a speaker :mel detecting obstacles in the speaker's plan provide a more general framework 
within which some liDpiItic pbeDomena em be explained. In particular, it provides a method of generating (and 
explaining) cooperldve raponses Unfatu.nate1y. the inference process is quite lengthy, rendering this approach 
computatiooally expeaaive for large-scale applications. Furthermore, the system bas 10 know ahead of time all the 
possible actions pe:rmjaibJe ill the domain. Adding domain dependent knowledge may be required in some cases. 
Further research on plJDa and goals and their use in cooperative discourse continues [65, 52., 4]. 
IIINFORMREP il 10 illform IA IpIIl d !he ref~ d I variable. 
. . 
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4.3 Constructing a user model with the aid of stereotypes 
Another type of user model is one dW attempts to caprure the characteristics of the user in terms of user typeS. Rich 
[53] studied bow to CODSUUCt such a model using stereotypes. Researchers have made use of stereotypeS for both 
stOly understanding and S1Dry generation. as they seem to embody implicit but necessary information ( [59, 34]). 
Rich claimed that staeoeypes can also be used in question-answering to build a user model and that humans 
themselves often consU1ICt such a model d a person based on stereotypeS they know. As an example. when talking 
to a lawyer, people tend 10 assume the lawyer is highly educated and wealthy, as lawyen might be expected 10 be. 
Rich showed bow a model of the user can be built by refining and inrenecting various st.e:reo(ypeS and how a system 
can then use this model to tailor its answer to a user. GRUNDY, a system simuladna a librarian, made use of such a 
method 10 sugaest boob 10 its users. Although GRUNDY was not a question answering program. the method it 
employed 10 constrUCt a user model is applicable to such systerm. 
GRUNDY used a generalization hierarchy of stereotypes. each containing a set of characteristics. Each 
cbarac1eristic was a aiple iDcluding an aaribute or facet, its value. and a raring. The stereotype for a feminist is 
sbowIl in Fliure 4-6. PollJiu, Sez~pCIl, or Tolerau-sl!% 3I'e facets 01 this staeotype. Their values, rangin, from -s 
to 5 ;ndicaae the truth value 01 the facer, while the ming represents bow confident the system is of the information • 
FACET VALUE 
(from -5 to 5) 
RATING 






























FIpn "-': Example of stereotype in GRUNDY 
A!soc:iated with a stereotype were also triggers which signalled the appropriate use of a stereotype. 
Stereotypes were activated throu&h uiggen when usen were asked to describe themselves by typing a few words. 
Bec2USe of the aenenlizatioo hierarchy, ODe stereotype could also activate another one: as an example, if the 
Protestalll stereotype was activated, then the more general Chrlstilm stereolype would be activated as well The 
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user model was built up by combining the characteristics of the active stereotypes. When the same characteristic 
occurred in several stereotypes, the user model would contain the average of their values. weighted by their 
respective rating. It was hoped that. having several stereOtypes active at one point would result in a reasonable 
picture of the user. The user model thus contained a set of characteristics. taken from the active stereotypeS. A 
justification was associated with each characteristic. This justifICation indicated which stereotype the facet was 
borrowed from, in case the system needed 10 remember how the infonnation was derived. 
Once the model was built, the system used it 10 select a book 10 present to the user. The most salient characteristics 
of the user were selected, and one was chosen at random 10 serve as a basis for selection. As the objects in the 
knowledge base (boob) also had aaributes that corresponded to the facets of the users' stereotypes, a set of books 
was selected that matched the chosen characteristic. Each book of the set was then evaluated against the other 
salient characteristics of the user, and the best match was presented 10 the user. 
In presenting the book 10 the user, GRUNDY used the information in the user model 10 decide 00 which aspects of 
the book 10 mention. When the book was refused. GRUNDY would try 10 understand why by asking the user which 
characteristic of the book was disliked. Based on the answer, GRUNDY would try to alter the user model by 
changing the inappropriate characteristic. 
Validity of this approach and its ~ in question answering systems 
User types are important in questioo answering systems foc they provide a convenient way for systems 10 draw 
inferences on the kind of information 10 present to the user. In some sense, systems today already use the idea of a 
stereotype by the fact that their builden make some assumptions about the typical users of the system and design it 
for such users. Some systems recognize that there may be different typeS of usen (typically atly two, expert and 
naive), and associate some information in the system with each type [63]. However, the different types are nOl 
explicitly represented as in Rich's system. 
Rich's approach has the advantage of offering more possible distinctions among users. Furthermore. because the 
system builds the individual user model dynamically by combining many static models. it allows for greater 
flexibility as 10 what characteristics are iDcluded in the user model and is thus better able to tailor a response to the 
user. In CI'der to use this approach in a questioo answering program, one would have 10 be able identify the possible 
users of the system and characterize them. 
Unfortunately, the sllereOCypeS built into the system are totally dependent on the system builder's view of the 
possible users: the ~ iDcluded in the scereotype can be colced by this view, and the numben given as 
values to facets seem nmerlrbimry. Users are not just an intersection and conglomerate of stereotypeS. and it can 
be harmful 10 DOt ftICOIDize dliI fact. Funbermore, combining stereotypes by taking an average of their common 
characteristics cmnin.,a. me CCIDpici issue of relative stereotype and characteristic importance. Finally. even if 
the user model CCI2IU1IC:Ied ill that fashion reflected the user's chz'acteristics faitbfully, it may nO( be a good idea to 
base the answer only OIl these characteristics. 
Ste:reotypeS are a good way to start a user model, but they should be complemented by adler methods that would 
allow a model 10 be further specified and cuslOmized. For example., modifiers could be introduced. Furthermore, a 
system must be able to adapt itself and change the way it infers a model and uses it. For GRUNDY, this would 
mean being able 10 detect that the use of a stereotype is inaprropriate in a certain si~ (e.g., that a trigger is 
invalid), to recognize that some piece of information is not appropriate for a certain cl~s of user (e.g., that the 
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characteristic associated wilh an object is inaccurate), or that a stereOtype contains invalid characteristics. This 
adaptation could be based OIl feedback from the user. 
4.4 User modellina and focus in natural language interfaces to databases 
Instead of employiDa user models.co wry the amount of information given in answers, Davidson (11] used a user 
model to facilitate the ince:rpretadon of definite noun phrases. In PIQUE, Davidson showed how a user model 
cmtaining /ocw information can be used· ID cii.sambiguate sentenca containing definite noun phrase in a database 
imerface. When accessing a database. users typically ask several questions on a lDpic (on one part of the database). 
but do DOt follow a general conversational paaem, as they would if they were convening with a penon: a topic of 
cmversation is DOt introduced, and cbere are DO linguistic cues that indicate when a lDpic changes. As a result. the 
topic of conversation is not necessarily the crucial piece of information that alloWS the system to disambiguate 
questions. Instead, Davidson argued that a system needs ID remember which aspect of the database (called the 
/ocw) was previously enm;ned (see Fiame 4-7). This/ocw is thus different from a discourse model It refers to 
the part oIlhe database a user was last inlereSted in. 
Ql: Who are the proqrammer~? 
Al: Jones, Smith, B&ker 
Q2: What's Jone~' salary? 
A2: There are 24 employees named 'Jones'. 
Which one do you mean? 
In thi~ example, it i~ clear that the u~er had in mind the 
person.that was ju~t mentioned. The ~y~tem however did 
not behave intelliqently or cooperatively by not 
recoqnizinq that fact. It would have been able to 
understand the definite noun phrase had it remembered what 
part of the database was just accessed. 
FIpre 4-7: Sample in1m'action with a database 
In • database system. I users database query is typically represented in a formal data manipulation language, 
usually a variant of relational cak:u1us ex aJaebra (eX2D1p1e in Figure 4-8). When IhllS represented, a query em also 
be seen as an l1tu1Uimttll dacrlptIott d SO~ set of the database. 
The que:yt Who are the proqrammers? 
miqht be espneseci as: 
( x.name : (x belonqs to the set of employees) I 
x.occupation - proqrammer } 
This expression can be viewed as an iIIIensional d4scriptiofl 
of the set of proqrammers. 
Flpre 4-8: A database query 
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PIQUE used the segment of the database described by such a query to represent a user's focus. The user's focus 
was then used to interpret future inputs containing defmit.e noun phrases, by providing a frame of reference. Based 
on the set of objects highligbted by the focus model, the system added more constraints to those queries, as shown in 
Figure 4-9. 
From the query 01: "Who are the programmers?" 
which is repre~ented as: 
{ x.name : (x belongs to the ~et of employees) 
x.occupation - "programmer" } 
PIOUE sets the foclAS information to be: 
1M set of employees which are programmers 
A future query might be: 
02: "What is Jones' salary?" 
02 is represented a~: 
{ x.sal : (x belong~ to the set of employees) I 
x.name - "Jone~" } 
U~ing the focu~ model, the ~y~tem add~ con~traint~ to the 
repre~entation of 02 to get: 
{ x.sal : (x belongs to the set of employees) 
x~name - "Jones" 
AND x.occupation - "programmer"} 
U~ing this repre~entation, 02 can be correctly understood as: 
" What is Jones' ~alary, where Jones is one of the programmers" 
FJpre 4-9: Usina focus infcrm.ation to add constraints 
To make sure the user was aware of the system's inteql"etation of a query, PIQUE informed the user when the user 
focus was used and gave the assumed referent of an expression. Like paraphrase, this feedback avoided confusion, 
in case the query was misinterpreted. 
This simple focua model is lianificant because of its relation 10 the database concept of views, which represent the 
way the users see me n:lMima in the database. Furthennae. the focus model was obtained without any extra 
processing. 
4.5 Conclusions 
Using infonnatioo about the user, computer systems can treat users as individuals and address their particular needs. 
Adding infonnatioo about the user thus potentially renders a question-answering system more useful and leads to 
major progress towards the goal of graceful interaction. Researchers have started 10 study the problem of user 
modelling and its use on question-answering, as we have seen in this sectioo: by inferring the goals of a user, a 
system can generate helpful (possibly indirect) responses; the type of a user can be used 10 decide on the kind of 
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informacion 10 provide; finally. by keeping the "user's view" of the context of a question. a system can understand 
definite OOUD pbrasa aurred by the user. 
However. the slUdy of user modelling and its importance is a fairly recent area of swdy. and work continues on the 
development of user models m. C2Il guide a system in generating answers containing ellipsis and anaphora [271. in 
generating the appropriale response (47. 48] or explanation [46] to a user and in detecting and correcting 
misconceptions [60]. Many issues in user modelling are still under stUdY. including the representation of a user 
model. its use in a system and bow to update it if necessary. 
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S. Conclusions 
We have surveyed a variety of methods used to provide more graceful interaction between man and machine and 
more closely approximate human question answering, from human engineering features to the development of 
language theories. 'The common goal of the programs surveyed was to provide a natural language interfa~ that 
would allow wen to express themselves as freely as possible and that would answer questions as a human would. 
Each of the theories studied was applied in a particular domain and each represented a subset of what is needed to 
fully achieve human question answering abilities and thus true graceful interaction. The following table summarizes 
the progress made towards arace.ful interaction and which ~pects of graceful interaction were addressed by the 
systems (or theories) JRSented:20 
Flexible 1 Data 1 Cooperation 1 Avoidance of 
Input 1 Independence 1 1 Confu~ion 
BASEBALL 1 1 1 
SYNTHEX21 1 1 1 
LUNAR XXX 1 1 
LIFER XXX 1 1 XXX [with feedback] 
PLANES XXX 1 1 XXX [with feedback] 
--------- ----------1--------------- --------------1---------------------
QUALM 1 XXX 1 
--------- ----------1--------------- --------------1---------------------
TEXT 1 XXX XXX 1 
--------- ---------- --------------- --------------1---------------------
CO-OP XXX XXX 1 XXX 
--------- ---------- --------------- --------------1---------------------
Mays' XXX XXX 1 XXX 
system 1 
--------- ---------- --------------- -------~------I---------------------
Hirshberg XXX 1 
--------- ---------- --------------- --------------1---------------------
Allen andl 1 
Perrault 1 XXX 1 
---------1---------- --------------- --------------1---------------------
GRUNDY 1 XXX 1 
---------1---------- --------------- --------------1---------------------
PIQUE 1 XXX 1 
---------1---------- --------------- --------------1---------------------
Further research is needed 10 study bow Ibese theories could inla'aCt with each other, complement and help each 
other to make up DUe colDpn::bewive systems. More basic work is also needed however. None of the problems 
presented have been tu.ny IOlved, IDd some problems of question answerina have not been addressed at all. To be 
uuly cooperative, a.,- abould be Ible 10 uk the user questions when additional information is needed. In order 
to do so. ODe ~'~ wbeD it 11 appopiWe to pose questions. and how the system should do it to be most 
effective [39]. lU .... model to be complete, it must include some infonnation about the users knowledge about 
the domain of cfitcxJIae.. Tlilcrina I response based on this knowledge is an important part of user modelling [48). 
l...eamina is also m impanant issue: I system should be able to learn from past experiences: that is, it 3hould be 
able 10 improve itself based on its previous performance. Finally, the problem of generation (actually producing 
~ ~ Iheae upectI CIa inoive Ieveral iJ:meI ud have beallOIved IlIiIII ditfa'tlll ippi\&bel u daaibed 1hJouabou1 thi, paptr. 
lin. pItlblem ~ ancefuI iIUnctiaa wu DOl really addraleCl yet; 1bae propmI wen IIDOIII die fa pI'OII'UDIlO alIaw quatioDI in 
EqIiJb. 
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output in good English) has been studied in some systems ( [42, 38, 45)), but funher work is needed. Research is 
being conducted in all these areas and researchers are applying and extending the methods we presented to other 
typeS of systems. such as expert systemS, help systems and CAl systems. 
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